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Plan your stay at 
ClearLakeiowa.com ~ 
Grand Celebration - April 30, 2011 
Special events from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in Woodward, Madrid, Slater, Sheldahl & Ankeny 
reatar/n:J: 
ed tnan bndges 
• One of the largest ~I ~~~g & 
In the world: 1/2-ml e 
13 stories tall. . . h 670-mile 
• New 25 m~le addition to~~ Moines 
trail system conn~~~ing make Iowa 
and Central Iowa. . 




We have a CRP Mix 
to match your needs ... 
• CRP Seed Mixes 
• Wildflower Seed Mixes 
• Native Wildflower Seeds 
• Native Wildflower Live Plant Plugs 
• Bird and Butterfly Attractor Station 
change, Inc. 
Native Wildflower 
Seed & Plant Nursery 
helping you create 
I 
I / 
your own natural beauty ... 
Place your order online at lonXchange.com or call 800-291-2143 
1878 Old Mission Dr., 
Harpers Ferry, lA 52146-7533 
hbright@acegroup.cc 
NANCY THOMPSON of Ames has been 
pamlmg and dr,lwtng for more than 25 years 
A tlliiJ<>r porlwn of lwr work 1s devoted to Iowa's 
l,mclscaiW and parks. Slw earned a bachelor 
olli1W arh dt·gn•t• from lo,,a State Umver.,it)· 
Hl'r work has ren•iwd man} a\\ards and she 
n·gul;u·ly .... ubmits art to regional and national 
jurit·d shm,· ..... ~·t• lll'r work at The Octagon 
(l·ntl'r for tlw Arts in Ames and the Hudson 
RiH r Galll'r\ md Framl Company in Iowa lit) 
or ,It nancyrhompson.org. 
ERIC HERMANN. a Des t\1omes-based 
dl s1gnl'r ,mel photographer. recent!} moved 
bark to h1s home state aftt>r 13 years in 
Atlanta. (;a. lit· n•all} nussed Iowa winters 
and sWl'l't corn. and is now enjoying both 
with Ius wifl· in till' Drake neighborhood See 
mort• of his work at www.eriqhermann.com. 
JEN WILSON 1s a travel and features 
\Hitt·r bast•d 111 Dl's :\.1omes Her work 
appt·ars Ill Satumol Geograpluc Traceler. 
Frommt r's Budget Trat·el, Mtdwest Lit'ing 
and F:squtrr. Shl spent 2009 in Europe for 
lwr uprom1ng book, Touchmg Up J/y Roots, 
availablt• in book ston· .... in :\lay Folio'' her 1 jourm·y at www.touchmgupmyroots.com. 
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26 All in the 
Artist's Scope 
MARCH I APRIL 
See Iowa's state parks in a different ftght through the 
eyes-and brushstrokes- of one centra/Iowa artist 
as she captures vistas through acryftcs, oils and canvas. 
BY SHANE HALLENGREN 
34 Revamped, Retooled 
and Ready for Action 
Fresh off face-lifts to improve water quaftty, create habitat 
and balance fish populations, these 7 2 hotspots are po1sed 
to be the go-to fishing destinations in 20 7 7. 
BY MICK KLEMESRUD 
44 Sandy 
A man, his dog and a lifet1me of memories are chromcled in 
th1s tale of mutual love and respect among two best fnends. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
48 Maverick Muskie 
Catch the amazmg journey of this fish of 7 0,000 casts 
and why its improbable trek from Spirit Lake to South 
Dakota has b1ologists searching for answers. 
BY JOE WILKINSON 
54 Trolling For Treasure 
Valuable fishing equipment doesn't always have to be sh1ny 
and new. For some anglers, the older the better. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY JOE WILKINSON 

ACTIVITIES, TIPS AND EVENTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
........... ummer amp 
Kids Learn While Having 
Fun at University of Iowa 
and DNR Camps 
T he sun peek-; through the trees at 1\.IcBride ' ature Area. casting shadows on the ground and lighting up 
the faces of a group of eager children They sit in a semi-
circle waiting not-so-patiently for their turn. What might 
that turn be? A video game? The TV remote? Neither. 
They are wailing to hold a wild bird in their hands, many 
for the first time. 
Part of this day is spent learning about bird banding. 
onE' of the many activities kids get to expcrienct> through 
the Iowa \\'lldlife Camps. The children assist camp 
coor<hnator \ 1eredith Caskey ,.,ith setting up a tnl'it nl'l. 
o'"· mchc'> from the1r faces, are t\\o recently banded 
elm:· kad ce.,; 
[o\',a Wildlife Camps through the l lni\er-;it) of 
lo" a Recreational Services offers camps for k1ds in 
kindergarten through ninth grade. Since its inceptwn 
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111 1985. the camp has grown from a s1ngle-day camp 
with fewer than 100 campers to 10 different da) camp 
programs that service nearly 1.200 a sumnu·r 
Caskey, an 11-year veteran with the wildl1fc camps. 
says they offer a unique experience other day camps do 
not. "We not on ly provide the kids wi th fun, recreational 
activities but we also teach them about the outdoors and 
the environment," she says. 
Campers participate in activities such as can<><'lng. 
shelter building, orienteering, outdoor cook1ng and 
hiking Caskey says campers prefer the activities they 
have never done before. such as the bird bandmg or 
the onenteering. "\\'e try to make the orienteering like 
a treasure hunt," she says "\\'e h1de llttll items in the 
woods and teach them ho" to u.,;c GP.., and a compass 
to find them." 
Get Kids Involved 
Camp registration begins mid-March. Camp pnces vary dependmg 
upon activity and age groups and range from $80 to more than 
$200, but often qualify for child care tax credits. Learn more about 
the Iowa Wildlife Camps at http://recserv.uiowa.edu and click on 
youth programs or call 319-384-4720. 
'I oda}. howf'ver, bird banding is a ll tha t is ne<•ded to captivate the 
group of campers surrounding Caskey. T hey watch int ently as s he 
measures the ch ickadee for the band that will go above it s toot. "This 
band allows us to Jearn so much about the bird ," Caskey says with a 
smil e , announcing that s he has a surprise. "We g t' l to hold the bird?" 
a girl asks . he r eyes widening. Caskey walks child to child allowing 
the m to gently pe t and hold the bird. Afte r ever yone gets a turn . she 
holds he r arm skyward and opens he r hand . T he bird flutt e rs its wings 
for a split second . then takes flig h t. 
"That 1s m} favorite par t of my job," she says. "Watching the sati sfaction 
these campers get 1s jus t great." However, Caskey's ultimate camp goal1s 
v. hat she calls the three As: awareness, appreciatiOn and action. 
"Awareness leads to apprec ia tion . Apprec ia tion leads to ac ti on," 
she says. ''When we take care of wild places we becomt' more aware of 
what the e nvironmen t provides us. If we take care of our environment, 
,.,.e are takmg ca re of ourselves." 
DNR OUTDOOR CAMPS 
The DNR runs camps mcluding Outdoor Journey 
for Girls (OJ), and Hunting and Conservation 
Camp for Boys (HACC) held at the Springbrook 
Conservation Education Center in Guthrie 
Center. These are three day camps w1th two 
nights spent in park dormitories. One OJ 
camp is also held at Hickory Hills near Dysart. 
Costs are typ1cally funded by scholarships 
from Pheasants Forever and Women in 
Natural Resources. Registrations beg1n in late 
January. The DNR also coordinates the Youth 
Hunter Education Challenge (YHEC) held near 
lnd1anola. Learn more at 
www.iowadnr.gov/camps.html. 
HACC introduces 12 to 1 5-year-old young men 
to the outdoors through hands-on experiences 
1n a pos1t1ve and supportive environment . 
Held June 22 to 24 and July 27 to 29. Call 
641 -747-8383 to reg1ster 
Outdoor Journey introduces outdoor skills 
to g1rls ages 12 to 15 1n a supportive, learn1ng 
environment held June 15 to 17 and August 3 
to 5 at Springbrook and one camp held July 12 
to 14 at Hickory Hills near Dysart. To reg1ster, 
contact dawn.santamaria@dnr.iowa.gov or 
515-281 -7828. 
YHEC is for boys and girls ages 12 to 18 that 
have passed a hunter education course and 
are Iowa res1dents. Events include archery; 
muzzleloading rifle, shotgun and small -
bore rifle shooting, wildlife identification, 
orienteenng, trail safety and written exam. 
Held June 10 to 12 at Wesley Woods Camp 
near Indianola To register, call 515-281-7828 
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1Ja/f-lfJng ()11, Jj_ BY BRIAN BUTION 
our 
Two New Books to Help You Restore America's Lost Ecosystetn 
Join th<.' trend in returning America's most destroyed ecosystem-the tallgrass 
prairie-to your yard. school, pasture or roadside u'iing The Tal/grass Praine 
Center Cutde to Prame Restoration in the Upper !11tdwest 1 he comprehensive 
manual is an <.'ssential companion for anyone inten•sted 111 plan111ng or 
mainta1n1ng all types of prairie restorations and reconstructions 
From teachers and landowners to prai11e enthusiasts and professiOnal 
Lonservation managers. all will find this book 1ns1ghtful. practical and mspiring. 
1:-ocusmg on conservation plantings. prame recovery. native landscapmg at homes. 
road-;ldt• plantmgs and pasture renovations, tht authors ol th1s authoritative 
gtude-who collectively have more than a hundred 
years of experi<.'nce-have created a manual that 
bnngs together C\erything one needs to know. 
From preparing a site to seed sources. planting 
to seed harvesting. propagation to transplanting 
ancl steps to restore degraded prairie remnants. 
this guide also includes use of prescribed fire and 
other techniques to restore lands through text. 
photos, drawings. maps. charts and tables. 
GET A COPY 
The Tal/grass Pro me Center Guide 
to Pralfie Restoration m the 
Upper Midwest by Daryl Sm1th 
Dave Williams. Greg Houseal and 
Kirk Henderson 1s available at 
bookstores or from the University 
of Iowa Press at 1-800-621 -2736 
or uiowapress.org 342 pages. 
98 photos. $27 50 paperback. 
ISBN 1 58729 916-X 
u I ,1, ... ,I ; g /den ; ·, ~· n 
Get rooted in thi<> year's grov.ing season by sprouting new skills to identify native 
praine seedlings and impress your hikmg friends bv shanng msight into the 
depth and breadth of native forbs and prairie grasses 
It's one thing to name mature flowering plants and prairie gras"es when in 
bloom or at full height. but to do so when the plants a1 eat an early growth stage 
and seemingly nondescript-well that is pun' mag1c to th<. uninitiated . 
1 And plant enthusiasts can do it thanks to the recent release ol Tire Tal/grass 
Pratrte Centl'r Guzde to Seed and Seedlnzg Jdentzjication in the Lpper .\Iidwest. a 
I lavishly Illustrated guide to help everyone from urban gardeners to grassland 
managers properly 1dentify and germinate 72 speCH'S of tallgrass wildflowers and 
grasses. The book inspires and aids those dcsinng to plant the1r landscape.,.. ith 
tallgrass pra1rie seeds or live plants. 
Identifying seed li ngs is achieved by using the key in the book to narrow down choices 
until the correct species is (ound, such as rolling a stem bclw<.'cn your fingers or using a 
hand lens for certain details. Then you'll be guided th rough strp-by-step choices with aid 
of photos and drawings. 
Author Dave Williams is a program manager 
for the Prairie Institute at the Tallgrass Prairie 
Center at the University of Northern Iowa and has 
been act1vely engaged in prairie restoration and 
reconstructiOn since 1989. Producing the book was 
a painstaking process. requiring gro\ving plants 
111 a greenhouse setting to obtain all of the several 
hundred photos of plants close in s1ze to field-
grown seedlmgs 
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GET A COPY 
The Tal/grass Prairie Center 
Guide to Seed and Seedling 
Identification in the Upper 
Midwest IS available at bookstores 
or from the University of Iowa 
Press at 1-800-621 -2736 or 
UJowapress.org 132 pages 329 
color photos, 43 drawings, $14.00 
paperback ISBN 1-58729-902-X 
The Tallgrass Pralrte Center 
Guide to Praine Restoration 
T ace up your boots, dig out your work gloves and head 
Lo the Prairie Resource Center for a unique volunteer 
oppor tunity as educational as it is rewarding. 
Located 30 milt.•s no r thwest of Ames near the 
community of Le high, the DNR's Prairie Resource Center 
b the answer to public land managers' native prai ri e seed 
n<'eds. The center provides seed to DNR land manage rs 
for prairie restoratio n on new and exis ting s tate public 
lands, which in a given yea r, can be upwards of 2,000 
acres. More than 100 species of native wi ld flowers, 
grasses and sedges are grown at the center, providing 
the seeds for future plantings. Since 2003. the center 
has produced enough seed to cover 12,500 acres. the 
equivalent of more than 19.5 square miles. 
To keep up with production and demand, the c<.'nter is 
looking for volunteers to transplant seedlings and harvest 
seed. Opportunities abound, with the most help needed 
between March and October. March and April is prairie 
seedling transplanting in the greenhouse. May and June has 
volunteers replanting seedlings in production rows outside. 
July through October is harvest time. 
"With more than 100 diffe re nt vari e ti es of seed 
produced. you can imagine the hours that go in to thi s 
endeavor. We are always looking fo r help, whe ther it's 
ind ividua ls, school classes, ga rden clubs or service 
groups," says Bill Johnson, who manage s the cente r. 
"lf it's not planting or harves ting, it migh t be clearing 
undesirable trees and vegetation. And volunteering in the 
outdoors is great exercise. so why pay a fitness center?" 
For more information on the Prairie Resource Center. 
go to www.iowadnr.gov, click on "Hunting and Wildlife," 
then "Pra irie Resource Center," or ca11515-543-8319. 
See Your Parks Like Never Before 
Become a Campground Host for Free Stays and Relish Watching the Park Change Over the Season 
L 1ve the l1fe of a campground host at one of more than 50 state parks 
and enJOY a season of free camping in 
exchange for assist1ng park staff and 
welcoming other campers 
Typ1cally outgomg camp1ng 
enthusiasts themselves, hosts help 
park staff and are available to answer 
quest1ons about park features as well as 
camping rules and etiquette Volunteers 
may perform light mamtenance, help 
keep the park clean and adv1se staff of 
park needs or vis1tors' comments. No 
ma t ter the tasks, all walk away with 
deeper connections to the park and 
forge friendships With other nature buffs 
"Each park 1s different, and each has 
unique needs, so assigned tasks depend 
on the park and the wd lmgness and abll1ty 
of our volun teers;· says program d1rector 
Lmda King. " If you like to camp, love the 
outdoors and enJoy helpmg people, th1s 
is a perfect fit," she says. "Without them, 
we would not be able to offer many of the 
serv1ces our v1s1tors enJOY ' 
In return, hosts get to camp for 
free, staymg 1n a centrally located 
camps1te that offers opt1mum Interaction 
w1th visitors. 
As 1mportant as the work IS to park 
staff, vo lunteers note the JOb has greater 
rewards, beyond a free campsite 
"It helps out the park, and we have 
met so many fnends that come back," 
says Eddy Dirks, who along with wife 
Jane, have served as campground hosts 
at Pleasan t Creek State Park for the last 
six years "We enJOY the heck out of 1t." 
Mmimum requ1rements include the 
ability to stay at least four sequential 
weekends from Friday afternoon to 
Sunday n1ght, although many stay the 
entire campmg season to enjoy solitude 
and observe the ebb and flow of nature 
over an extended stay. 
For a list of campg rounds in need of 
hosts, check out volunteer.iowadnr.gov 
or call L1nda Kmg at 515-242-5074. 1 
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G 1ven thetr health benefits, I would like to suggest a new name for parks. Let's call them P A '\·For the record, the R in the prescriptions 
symbol comes from the Latm word for rec1pe and the X formed on the leg 
of the R forms a Roman symbol for the god Jup1ter In other words, Medteval 
pharmacists were saymg "take this and pray the gods grant you a cu re '' 
When I first became mvolved 1n lowa·s effort to promote phys1cal act1v1ty, 
there were stud1es on the health benefits of act1v1ty, parks and chronic d1sease 
But compared to today, we were 1n the Dark Ages We now have studtes of 
stud1es. where all the deta1ls provide greater validat1on and more precise data 
One mega analysts of 19 stud1es following 1 5 mtllion partiCipants over five to 
28 years found that each five untt 1ncrease 1n body mass mdex (BMI) earned 
a 31 percent mcrease 1n nsk of death It showed benefits to delaytng obestty 
onset to after age 50 
A recent study 1n The Journal of Ltpid Research followed 9,000 adults over 
ntne years was the first to link exercise with quantifiable decreases 1n LDL or 
bad cholesterol. And 1t wasn't JUSt that as little as one hour a week of moderate 
activity lowered cholesterol, but that 1t was very quantifiable. The Umverstty of 
North Carolina study found that each hour of moderate exerme or half-hour of 
v1gorous activtty resulted 1n a decrease of almost 4 milligrams per deciliter of 
bad cholesteroltn Caucas1an women, and more than 1 0 m1ll1grams for Afncan · 
Amencan women For women past menopause, the benefits were greater 
Guys .It was a women's th1ng Our gender dtdn't seem to have the same 
benefits. Regardless, be mindful of all the other benefits of actiVIty, and 1nv1t1ng 
the women tn your life out for a walk outdoors IS a noble th1ng to do. 
Researchers can confidently say aerob1c and res1stance trammg benefits 
those w1th type 2 dtabetes by lowenng thetr blood glucose level This IS good 
news about dtabetes, good news about heart d1sease and good news for both 
men and women. Stde note to women ... after those guys ask you for a walk, you 
can trump that w1th a suggestion that you do rest stance tratning the next day 
So get outside to exerc1se and realize that there IS strong evidence exerc1se 
lowers the risk of early death, coronary heart d1sease, stroke, h1gh blood 
pressure, adverse blood lip1d profi le, type 2 d1abetes, metabolic synd rome, 
colon and breast cancer and we1ght ga1n. It also 1mproves card to-respiratory 
and muscular fitness, reduces depression and provides better cognttive 
function. There IS moderate evtdence for lower nsk of hip fracture, lung cancer 
and better wetght mamtenance and bone denstty and 1m proved sleep quality. 
Usmg parks for outdoor phys1cal activities really IS a prescnption for better 
health, by Jup1ter1 
Tim Lane is a natzU1wfly recogmzrd autlzority 011 public health 
and p/zysicu/ artwzty. Last summer ltr a11d It is buddies rode bzcyc/c s 
across !oU'a, rzver to nver, i1t 21 straight/tours 
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chiYdren 's nature questions 
BY A JAY WINTER 
A jay Winter educates up to 20 ,000 Iowa children 
each year as the DNR's trawwg speczalist at 
the Springbrook Conservation Education Center 
ETHAN, AGE 5, IN DUBUQUE ASKS: 
Do raccoons really wash their food? 
I f you a_nd your child have ever viewed a r:u:coon prepanng to eat nt•ar a wattr source. you V<' 
probab ly not1ccd th e raccoon dunk 1ng a nd 
r ubb ing its food as if it was washin g it. In fac t, 
it-- sc1en tific name, Procyon lotor. li te ra lly mea ns 
"washmg bear" 
I he washtng- ri tual is one of the most puzzl ing-
things raccoons do . \\' hilf' 1t's often thought 
rau.·oons wash tht ir food befor e eati ng- becausl' 
of cleanline-:;s. that's unlikely because raccoons 
don't wash e\erything bdorc they eat it. In fact. 
raccoons sometimes don't wash the dirtiest 
of food items For example. they won't was h 
ea r thv,orms. \\h1ch are extremely dir ty. 
Research incilcatt•s rarroons do not \\·ash 
thc1r food intentionally It was once believt•d 
1 accoons wetted their food because they lacked 
salrvar} glands and moistened the1r food lirst 
bl fort eating 1t to aid swallowing. This myth 
\\as debunked, s1nce raccoon" do, in fac t 
produce ample sa lt va fo r chcwtng and sv.a tl owi ng-. 
Research con ti nues, bu t as for now the only 
one<> that know wh)' raccoons sometimes dunk 
the1r food in water is the 1 accoons. Pe rha ps \\'hen 
explaining this phenomenon to yo ur child you 
might use the analog-y tha t raccoons sonwtinws 
du nk their food much like \\ C sometimes dunk 
our coo kies in to our milk. and like the raccoon. 
if milk is not available for dunking, we cat our 
cookies a nyway. 
• I 
hildrcn of the '80s no doubt remember that 
ooey, gooey nuclear-green liquid that is 
slime. and some may even remember the popular 
Nickelodeon show You Can't Do That On Televisiou 
that brought th<> sticky stuff to national attention. 
Reintroduced a fe\\ years ago, slime is once again 
on to:,. -.tore -;hclv<.>s, proof that kids still revisit 
the most rud11nentary, traditional forms of fun-
grossmg each other out. 
Bnng som<' of the fun into your home b:r makmg 
your own. It's ea~y to make. slightly educational 
(a scienn• lesson in how the simple ingredients 
instantly turn to goo, along v·:ith the use of 
measurenwnts) and it's cheap. Send the kids 
outsid<' and let their imaginations wander as they 
sel<.•ct color:; and contemplate the various "uses" 
it has. They'll spend hours making, molding 
and manipulating. It keeps kids occupied at 
th<' eampsile. The final product has Silly Putty 
ronsistt•ncy, so clean-up is a breeze. Store the slime 
in a l'l'sl'alable bag. If it dries, add a little water or 
rnakt· a ll<'W batch. 
Measu ri ng cup 
Sm all bow l 
Food colormg 
White glue 





Mix well equal parts glue and water in measuring 
cup (1/4 cup each makes a nice batch). Add food 
coloring to desired darkness. In bowl, mix rough ly 
1 tablespoon borax wi th 1 cup water. If the borax 
completely disso lves, add a little more until it doesn't. 
Pou r glue mixture into borax solution. Instant goo! 
WHY IT WORKS 
Polymers are chains of molecules. Adding borax 
changes the glue polymer (polyvinyl acetate) 
Borax bonds polyvinyl acetate molecules together 
in a network so they can't flow like they did as glue. 
ow the slime can stretch and isn't sticky like glue. 
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TIPS, TRICKS AND MUST-KNOWS TO ENHANCE YOUR OUTDOOR FUN 
FIRE 
(;t•t your campfire going in e\en the worst condition.., with 
this dH ap fire s tarter made from l' Veryclay bathroom 
items 1-.,tmply take cotton balls, coa t in pctroh·um il·lly 
and be on your way to q uick, reliable flanH'. Stol'<' in 
tilm canisters, resealable p lasttc bags or licldecl, plastic 
bo\\ b . Or ho\\ ,1bout reusmg those worn-out wt•blwd 
lwlts or straps and used candles? Cut 
lwlts or straps into 3-inch stnps, 
dip in nwltl'cl candle \\aX and 
ston·. Wlwn it's time to 
bring the heat, place 
1\\ o to three cotton 







Why waste money on expensive scent 
covers for your clothes when there is a 
free, natural al ternative The tnck works 
grea t for deer hunters and w lldltfe 
... photographers w ho need to mask 
human odor Stmply store hunttng 
clothes tn a plast ic to te wi th fresh 
cut everg reen boughs or tnexpenstve 
cedar chips. Place boughs or chtps in 
a mesh bag-such as an on ton sack 
or potato sack- to minimtze the mess 
from dropped needles and wood 
chtps. Evergreen boughs also work well 







Frustrated with spinning reel line coming 
Off in a Spira/ed meSS ? Try this Simple trick to 
ensu re fishing line is loaded properly. Thread the line 
through the rod guides, under the bail and double wrap 
the line around the spool. Cinch with an arbor or double 
overhand knot. THE SECRET? When you cas t a spinning 
reel, the line comes off clockwise. Having the line come 
off the feeder spool counter-clockw1 se helps tame line 
tw1st. ANOTHER SECRET? Apply moderate tension as you 
re -spool to ensure a tight wind. Enlist the help of a friend, 
or 1f going solo, run the line through the pages of a thick 
phone book. Fill the reel spool within 11ath to 3!16ths 




The theory that stocking pheasants in Iowa will increase populations has been flying around for several )-e.lrs We've decided to take point on this ring-necked rumor and have bird-
dogged whether lhts tdea will fly or whether we can bag this one as a myth. 
Proponents contend that when pheasants were introduced to Iowa in the early 1900s populations 
subsequently incr<>ased, concluding that if stocking was successful then it will be now, 
too. But Iowa's landscape was much different then. Farming was different and 
native prairie was prevalent, creating habitat areas we11-suited for feeding. 
nesting and breeding Today, due to reduced habitat, the survival of 
pen-raised birds released into the wild is low. 
On average, pheasants released in the spring, summer and fall 
have survival rates of less than 25 percent, and the percentage 
of pheasants that survive when released during the winter 
months can be as low as 5 percent. Contrary to popular belief. 
hunting is not to blame for high bird mortality. 
The primary cause is the Jack of suitable habitat, recent 
harsh winters and wet springs. 
The idea of stocking pheasants to increase the 
population does not fly, so we bag this one as a myth. 
There are many resources available to help create 
suitable habitats to support pheasant populations. Two 
include www.iowadnr.gov and www.pheasantsforever.org. 
- - - - - - --+ GOT A QUESTION? Send to: ASKTHEEXPERTS@DNR.IOWA.GOV +- - - - - - ---. 


















And Why you Should Put 
Lake of Three Fires State 
Park in Southwest Iowa 
on Your Map. 
cnder shoots rise from the vast croplands 
of southwest Iowa. Last year's corn stubble 
has gon<' gra~ over a long wintrr m I a} lor 
County, 100 miles southeast of Council Bluffs 
Windmills and weather vanes stand rusting, but working, 
next to broke-down barns. They're lonesomc> relics of life 
as it once was in Iowa. 
For weekendc>rs shaking off winter's slrC'py mantle and 
looking for an old-fashioned outdoors good lime. Taylor 
Count:(s Lake of Three Fires State Park is where to go-
a 694-acre park named for the council fires of three Native 
American tribes that once shared this land 
Lake of Three Fires i-; one of the most under used 
in the state parks systC'm. It feels like you have it all to 
yourself. But if improvements continue to work out as 
well as they have been, thrn that's about to change. 
Workers are shoring up its 10.5 miles of trails. 
A lake renovation in 2004 (see sidebar on page 22) is 
JUSt beginning to bear serious bobber-friendly benefit'>. 
With nothing more than a rod and a lightly outfitted tackle 
box. you can easily catch your first fish of the season. 
The park has 126 campsites, 38 with electrical 
hookups, located among a pretty grove of old-growth 
oak, walnut and ash-some more than a century old. Six 
Little House on the Prairie-style cabins overlook the lake. 
Road bikers especially rrap the benefits of this forgotten 

- .., __ J.:: 
j 
Xost6Ja 
land as they skim along quid tounty blacktops m a place 
that renwmbers a life of eas} f1sh10g. homemade food and 
long walks on paths lined with ,.,.·ild bc·rncs 
NATURAL PATH 
"It might bP forgotten. but it's pretty diverse" says Doug 
Skep. Lake of Three Fires park manager smce 2001. Ht•'s 
navigating the 6 S-mile lake loop trail in h1s four-whec•ler. 
~Jeep says the Civilian Conservation Corps buill this 
pa1 k du1 ing a five-year pe1 iod from 1935. The trail hugs 
an H5-acre lake where grandparents help grandkids n·t·l 
in blttPgill after bluegill. 
Skep is a former college third baseman who look:, 
mon• like a sunburned coach these days. It's a one man 
park. lie's the guy running tlw DVD projector on the 
handmade movie screen on Saturday nights in the 
campground. keeping an eye on things. 
Lake of Three Fires is n·nutrkably quiet even after 
winter subsides, he says. Aside from Labor and Memorial 
days, wlwn the park turns into a small city. thmgs slay 
mostly peaceful here. even when kids romp on tht. 
playground or toss a round oi Frisbee golf. 
Sleep lllO\\S too. and ht• can direct you to the prettiest 
patdws of phlox. Dutchman's bn'echc s ear-leaved fabe 
foxglove and jack-in-the-pulpit. In spnng. the redbuds 
bloom like craz}. 
Amcricorps workers and the D~R tra1l crew will make 
big improvements th1s sumnwr to sop up the mud in the 
trail bottoms. Legg} cathedrals of walnut shelter passers-
by on the upland areas If they get hungry. the\ can pluck 
wild strawbernec:., gooscberril's or raspberr;es 
Sll•ep stops the four-\\ heeler and points a Lhtt k tingt'r 
at a flash of polka dots "Flickt•r." he says 
"If you'rp into birding, we've got all kinds," he says. 
ticking off yellow-rumped warbler, cedar waxwmg, rost•-
breasled grosbeak. indigo bunting, orioles and bllH•birds. 
Then lH' gnns "They wake me up every morning." 
~leep pomts out an area on the northwest side of tlw 
pa1 k that was farmed until thl• 19SOs ~Jeep burned it ofl 
to see natives such as buttl rfly mtlk\\Ced return. 
"Gentian's back. sa) s ~lu p. taking off hts camoullagc 
cap and running a hand O\ u his wispy tight-cut baseball-
guy hair "Indian grass and big and little bluestem. too." 
He shc1kcs his head like he can't believe 1t 
"I've got old postcards \>\hen· there weren't even 
trees on that hill." 
lie drives on. "Here's delphinium," he says. not even 
looking before calling out the stately patch of purpk at 
the forest edge. 
lie's memorized the trail. 
FASP"" ') IOWA 
"\\hat's homemade here. Dottie?" Sleep asked earlier 
at lunch in the Junction Caft'>. two mtles south of Lake 









Dottie, in high red bouffant (as it should be in a 
Naugahyde joint where old farmers drink coff<'e), looks 
at him like he's just done a back flip 
"All of it," Dottie chuffs, chucking him a menu 
Well, not every single thing on the Junction Cafe's 
menu is made by hand But much of It b. mdud1ng 
the tater tot cac;..,erole, 1 aspberry fluff. cake for the 
"legendary strawberr)' shorlcake," hot beef. bi-;Cuits, 
pies and Sunday's ham balls. 
Homemade food is a big deal in Bedford. At The 
Eatery, situated on Bedford's Jesse-James-style red-
brick Main Street. the buttermilk pie is thr house 
special. The word "special" just doesn't do justice to 
owner Shirley Winemiller's warm, sweet custard atop 
flaky crust. 
Her husband, Jim Winemiller, is director of the 
Taylor County Conservation Board. Winemillrr talked 
about this old-fashioned piece of fading farm country. 
The 1900s fa rming practices once endangered the 
wildlife. He remembered when there were no deer 
or turkey. Few pheasants. Sparse waterfowl. 
"Now we've got all of that," he said, thanks to the 
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) that helped restore 
habitat. "We have so much wildlife here compared to 50 
years ago," says Winemiller "If you saw a deer when I 
was in high school, you got your name in the paper for 
reporting it" 
Farming practices nearly ruined the lake, says 
Sleep. "Back then. we didn't have the technology-the 
knowledge-of how erosion happens" 
It went lrom 25 feet deep to 12. "We lost close to 15 
acres," Sleep says. 
They drrdged it in 2004. Now it's 20 feet deep with good 
water clarity. Siltation ponds provide habitat for wetland 
plants and animals and trap sediment. As Sleep zooms past 
on the four-\\heeler, goslings follow their mama around 
one of thrm 
Sleep stops to visit with Harve} Ploeger. The 40-year 
employee of the Mount Ayr Wildlife Refuge comes to 
the park to catch crappie. bluegill, catfish and sometimes 
bass. Today, he's reeling them in on the jetty, parked on 
a lawn chair in a green blast jacket. 
"They've done a lot of restoration work, as far as 








LEFT Yvette Zarod Hermann surveys the lake 1n the mornmg, lookmg 
for fish1ng spots. ABOVE AND RIGHT Dottie serves the "legendary 
strawberry shortcake" at the Junct1on Cafe in Bedford. The bnck-walled 
in tenor at The Eatery, also 1n Bedford, is known for 1ts warm, sweet 
custard atop flaky crust ABOVE AND BELOW The recently renovated 
lake and 1mproved watershed offer excellent fish1ng su1table for all 
ages. The lake has been g1vmg up monster crappies up to 14 mches, 
along w1th slab s1zed bluegllls up to 9 inches 
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Wildflowers 10 bloom make for a sweet hike 
on a postcard-perfect trail for Eric Hermann 
and Yvette Zarod Hermann of Des Momes. 
Gary Morris, 59, of Fayetteville, Ark 
emerges from the woods m camouflage· 
pnnt sh1rt, pants and shoes. He's here for 
a pnze long-beard turkey 
WITH H ... 
fhe dtversit\ and solitude of Ta} lor County works out 
\'>ell for hunters, says ~Jeep "You can go pretl~ much 
anywhere in the United ~ta l es and not see the deer 
population we have here" 
He moves on to vtstt on<' of the cabtns \\here a 
"pnng hunter ts spcndtng the week. Gar} \ !orris. 59. 
of Fayellevilk. Ark emerges in camouflag<.: print -,;hirt. 
pants and siHH's He's here for a pnze long-beard 
"I come to Iowa becau ... e Iowa turkeys are much 
larger." he says "The~ 're 111 the neighborhood of high 
20s or 30 pounds. That's what t•veryone's after-a large 
btrd I'm a taxidermist and that' ... the goal" 
i\forris built a new homl' and re-;erved a place in it for 
the turkey he intends to bag in Taylor County. "There 
b a reason I am here. It'<> to bag my turkey of a lifetime. 
And not a feather out of place. either. I can do that here.'' 
Equestnans rome to Lake of Three Fires '->tate Park for 
the wtde, rolling trail ride. The Bedford Saddle (tub formed 
in 1953 to help turn it into a horse-friend)) desttn,ltton Today, 
the east s1cle of the park holds an equestrian campground 
with eight eledt ic sites and a new flush toilet 
As Sleep's pat k tour draws to a dose. he slops to check 
on the saddh• dub members. gathered aroun<, a rampfire 
in early ewning. They talk horses and good times on a trail 
v. here fox ,md wild turkey are occaswnal riding companions 
Deb Davenport, a rangy brunette in smart} pants 
glasses, sadclks up for a sunset ride. Davenport. 47. has 
ridden here stnce chtldhood '->he and her good friend 
Donna Ei ... dwtd, 51. head out as the sk~ turns dusky 
Co) ote" \ tp. The hor"c"' flu..,h clusters of\\ h1tetail deer. 
A flooded out plain of cottonwoods looks ltke a •w,:amp. 
Davenport remembered when the campground was just 
a mess of weeds She and Eischeid pulled up two campers 
an)'\\ a~. and ... pent several da} s wtth their horses. their 
gtrls. no dellnr and no water but a hydrant. 
"We were brave." laugh" Davenport. 
Even then, says Eischetd. they knew this place was special. 
"I just don't know if enough people realize what a nice 
park this is," says Eischeid. 
The) 'II head back to the campfire soon. where hot dogs 
are finishmg up on the grill. The) 'II get into the gooseberry 
pie and monke) bread and potato salad-all homemade. of 
course Doug ~leep will call it a night earl). The birds will 
be up before dawn, roami ng the park. So will he. 
Davenport speaks "J grew up on this lake. \\'e had our 
famil~ reunions here. I\Iy husband and I got married here 
on one of the J<'lltes." she sa~s ~he and E1stheid navigate 
the eas). sloping trail, pa•,...tng \\Oods and \\all'r and 
farmland wtlh rusty barbed wire. 
"My mom passed away here while sh e was camptng. 
My youngest daughter also got married hrre." 
The tratlts smooth. The) ... ay it's good for a green· 
broke horse It's a stmple. <.:as) path. and 1t's o tw of their 













"This place is deep in my heart." Davenport sa~ s. 
headmg toward the campfire burning near the lake. 
a council fire \\'aitmg for people to see it. and join in. 
Where to Eat? 
The Junction Cafe. Gut-busting goodness, 
at the junction of highways 2 and 148 into Bedford. 
712-523-2454 • rockindiamond.com/ cafe.htm. 
The Eatery. Come for lunch or dinner in this fun 
rehabbed building wi th a tin ceiling, and leave surprised 
and satisfied. At lunch, try the Rennington (loo-;e meat, 
bacon and chee"'e) \\ilh a side such as cold threc-b<.·an 
salad 712-523-2588. 
What to Do? 
\lore parkland Sands Timber Recreation Area, with 
235 acres and a 60-acre lake. The rest is timber. rdcal 
for birdmg 712-523-2852; mycountyparks.com. 
Taylor County Museum. A formidable collection of 
clothing. medical supplies. beauty gadgets, military 
uniforms and much more. The 4-acre complex includes a 
rare round barn and 110-year-old log cabin. 712-523-2041. 
Antique shopping. Main Street Bedford is known for 
antiqu<' "hopping. It's hit or miss, but you can tell from 
a glance in the wide picture windows if shops have what 
you're looking for. It's on the National Register of Historic 
Plae<'s-so t<'chr1H:ally the whole thing is an antique 
Bedford Building Supply. Get a head start on spring 
'kith reasonably priced garden supplies, hunting gear 
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An Ames Woman's Quest to Paint Iowa's Parks 
BY SHANE HALLENGREN PAINTINGS BY NANCY THOMPSON 
paint brush 
dances over the 
waiting canvas. 
The hand 
strikes in quick beats and 
alternates to wide. slow 
strokes in a bold parry-
and-riposte between 
canvas and brush. The 
conversation between 
the two is punctuated by 
brief intermissions as the 
artist finds the correct 
combination of colors from her easel before redoubling 
her strike. 
Quickly, Nancy Thompson recreates the drooping 
trees that frame the dramatic spillway at Seed's Lake 
State Park in Franklin County. Her painting captures the 
water which pours over the wall of layered limestone and 
into the dark poo l below. Her practiced hand captures the 
steely-gray sky standing atop the 40-foot wall of falling 
water. Thompson skillfully recreates the powerful scene 
in miniature. Watching the adept ar tist at her craft gives 
insight to the level of effort put into such a work. 
Before beginning, Thompson eagerly scoured the 
area surrounding the spi ll way, considering the angle and 
lighti ng offered by each vantage, before fina lly se tt ing 
her easel on a soft bank across from the cascading water. 
This is the decided spot that will create the most visually 
pleasing experience 
for an audience. This 
angle will give the 
most striking view of 
the water falling down 
the layered limestone. 
with the water framed 
by an impressive tiered 
support wall. Her 
experience, eye for 
detail and familiarity 
with the compositional 
demands of her work 
are vividly obvious in her every action. 
"It's all about composition," Thompson explains, 
working over the constant rumble of falling water. "You 
want to create more interest for as long as possible. 
You have to guide a viewer into the piece. Everything is 
designed to create a pathway into the center of interest." 
It is a lesson that Thompson learned through diligent 
practice of her discipline. She has been painting on-site 
landscape" for 15 years. Since the summer of 2009, 
this Ames resident has been working on a collection 
of paintings titled "Unexpected Vistas," which features 
scenes from state parks around Iowa. The project has 
taken her to nearly two dozen of Iowa's 83 state parks. 
"Working on-site is always demanding," she says, 
describing how every environmental dynamic comes into 
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Art 1st Nancy Thompson of Ames is known for her works in oils, acrylics and pastels depictmg Iowa parks "I have a deep apprec1at1on and love for 
the landscape and nature Th1s has been a lifelong Interest spannmg back as far as I can remember and I knew from early on that I wanted to be a 
v1sual art1st so that I could capture the beauty I saw 1n nature for others to see and appreciate, she says landscapes offer endless possibilities and 
combmat1ons that spark my creat1ve Interests such as the meandenng and flow1ng l1ne of a nver or path, or the sharp contrasts of l1ght and shadow 
on a sunny day and the abstract patterns that are created" See more of her work online at http.//nancythompson.org. 
uncomfortable, hot, cold, wet, bugs get into the paint." 
These factors affect every facet of Thompson's process. 
down to the medium used in capturing the scene. Since 
she has been provided with an overcast day. acrylics were 
her natural choice In the event of an unpropitious shower. 
the acrylics will afford better protection to the work than 
oil paints. Once the acrylics have been set on the canvas, 
they will dry and won't run like oi l paints if exposed to 
water Countless subtle choices such as this mu~t be made 
in her pursuit to best capture Iowa's beauty. 
Thompson's affection for Iowa began as a child 
growing up in rural Coon Rapids. However. it truly came 
to fruition as an artist during her graduate studies at lO\\a 
Stale University, where she completed her thesis project 
on the Whiterock Co nservancy near her hometown. This 
project blossomed into a love for painting the unique 
places that Iowa has to offer and she soon found an outlet 
for this passion in her "Unexpected Vistas" series. 
"My goal is just to capture the beauty of the ~tale 
parks," Thompson explains candidly "People don't think 
of these places when they picture Iowa. they think of 
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agricu lture and everything that comes with it. They don't 
realize what the ~tate has to offer" This goal has lead to 
her cles1re as an artist to remain extremely faithful in her 
re-creation of the state park scenery. She will not take 
creative libertieo;; on the work if it means compromising 
the landscap<.> 
Thompson feels a strong responsibility to the 
audiences who will see her pai n tings. For the locals 
who know and love the park she depicts, she hopes to 
re-create in her art the sen<;e of place they experience 
when visiting their park. For those who have never visited 
these places. Thompson hopes to present a realistic 
de pic lion of tlw scene in order excite the viewer and 
inspire them to visit. In her mind, the parks create the1r 
own natural appca l, and her role is not to embellish this, 
but simply put it on display 
"I paint these places because I love the land." 
Thompson ardently says. "It feels like home to me and I 
never get tired of painting it." This explains why she sec 
has no plans of ceasing "I see this as an ongoing series 














he classic movie line ((Build it and they 
will come" is jus t as fitting in the fishing 
world as it was to an Iowa baseball field . 
Provide a healthy place to live, with g reat 
habitat and good water quality, and fish 
will come. The following 12 fisheries, poised to 
be top fishin g destinations in 2011 , prove that 
investing in resources produces quality angling. 
These projects are possible because of Iowans' 
investment in the Fish and Wildlife Trust Fund 
and the Lake Restoration Program. 
1. BIG H 0 L L 0 \A..f Lt\ I< E 
Iowa's newest lake is ready fo r pr ime time. Big Hollow 
Lake, completed in December 2008, should offer 
excellent fish1ng from mid- to late summer. 
"We're already getting reports of 14-inch largemouth 
bass. 5- to 6-inch b luegills, and 14- to 16-inch channe l 
catfish. There is an abundant food source so that g rowth 
is not unexpected," says fis her ies biologist Chad Dolan. 
Roug hl y 600 adu lt crappies were s tocked in the 178-acre 
lake las t spring before the spawn and like ly put on some 
major g rowth . The DNR also s tocked redear sunfish . 
Dolan worke d with the Des Moines Coun ty 
Conservation Board o n the fi sh habitat in Big Hollow. 
The re are fie lds of 6- to 8-inch rocks topped with 
limes tone chips that will attract spawning bluegills. Dolan 
says they added lots of "catfish hotels ," which are 18-inch 
cu lverts cut in sections covered with riprap, plus timbe r 
piles, reefs and fi sh mounds covered with riprap. 
"One thing that impressed me was the natural 
habitat-the shoreline. hillsides, woody structure," 
Dolan says. "I expect it to be a haven for larg<?mouth 
bass. l expect it to be an outstanding sunfish lak<?." 
T he lake is part of the Big Hollow Creek Recreation 
Area 10 miles north of Burlington off U.S. Highway 
61, wh ich already offers a mode l ai rplane airport. 
obse rvatory, archery and shooting range. It offers 
rrstrooms, tent camping and picnic faci lities. There 
is a beach, three-lane boat ramp, canoe access areas 
and parking. Trails are available for horseback riding. 
The Des Moines County Conservation Board is 
planning a campground with full hookup sites and a 
bathhouse. four full-service cabins and one primitive 
cabin, beachside bathhouse and concession stand. A 
fish cleaning station will be added this summer. Work 
is underway to pave 152nd Avenue, which leads to the 
entrance of Big Hollow, and is expected to be finished 
by fall, weather permitting. 
~, 
/ • C t\ T F I S H C I~ E E I< 
Catfis h Creek has gone from be ing a seasonal trout 
fi she r y to a year-round c-o ldwater fis her y that supports 
s tream-reare d brown trout and stocked rainbow and 
brook trout. This year, Upper Catfis h Creek will 
be s tocked with ca tchable rainbow and brook trout 
throughout the summer's hottes t months-something 
that has not occurred for more than two decades. 
Catfish Creek had a history of te mperature spikes 
during hot summers that prevented trout s tocking in 
July and August. Hut over 10 years, a series of stream 
improvements has increased overhead cover and 
improved water qualtt~ 
"One temperalun• "Pike can kill all your trout." sa)-s 
f1-..henes biolog1st Dan ~trby 
To minim1ze temperature spikes, work v.as done 
in the watershed to s)O\\ water and sed10wnt deltvery 
to the stream A combination of pervious pavement. 
rain gardens, terraces, native grass plantings, pond-;, 
timber stand improvements. water and sediment control 
structures. streambank stabilization and no till farming 
projects improved stream conditions 
"We direct!\ tmpr oH d ~.700 feet of streambank and 
added 750 feet of bank hrdes," Kirb)' sa}~ ro greatly 
improve angler acct'ss to much of the stream. eroded 
banks and box elder tree" were replaced with g< ntly 
sloped banks and native grasses. 
Catfish Creek is part of the Swiss Valley Park and 
ature Preserve, near Dubuque. Most of the habitat 
work was done near the new nature center 
A 2006 survc) of angler use listed Catfish C.rt'ek as the 
21st most used stream out of 78. with 10,000 v1sits per year. 
The survey wtll be conducted again in 2011 ·I would be 
pretl) surpnsed rf rt doesn't move up the lrst," he says 
:I. c I~ y s T A L LJ.\ I< E 
Jn the early 1990s Crystal Lake drew so many anglers 
that overflov. parking from the boat ramp often spilled 
out along the road and into town. That came to an end 
during the flood of 1993. when common carp entered 
the lake through the outlet and started Crystal Lake 
down a path onl} a complete renovation could fix 
Initiated by the community based Save the Lake support 
group, dredging increased the average lake depth from 4 
feet to 7.5 feet and sunk the deepest hole from 8 feet to 18 
feet depths. The fish populatron was then renovated. 
Three years later, those fish have shO\'vn excellent 
growth. Initial rc-stockrng of the 264-acre lake included 
northern pike, bluegtll. largemouth bass and channel 
catfish, followed by fingerling walleye. Adult black 
crappies were stocked. giving fisheries biologist Scott 
Grummer hope they will spawn immediately and 
be the source of crappies in the lake. 
Lacking a food source for the pike during the initial 2009 
stocking, fathead minnows were added, and subsequent huge 
mmnow spawns have fueled rapid pike growth 
"There was an endless supply of fathead minnows. 
It's like fish on :\1iracle-Gro," Grummer says In two 
years, northern pike have grown to more than 20 inches, 
walleye are between ll and 14 inches. largemouth bass 
10 and 14 inches and the bluegills from 5 to 7.5 inches. 
"Crystal Lake is going to be a tremendous bass fishery 
this year. Northcrns will be in the 2 foot range. It is going 
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to be nice to have a northern fi s he ry in the area again. 
We have not had that in a while," Crummer says. "Last 
fall. we were hearing reports of angl e rs ca tching nearly 
a fish pt'r {asl This lake has been so underutilized it will 
be good to get 1t back on the radar." 
WALK-INS WELCOME 
The renovation 1ncluded a 15-acre lake built as a sediment control 
structure Stocked wtth bass, channel catfish and bluegills m 2003, 
1t provtdes a untque walk-in fishing experience from either the 
campground or parkmg lot on the wi ldlife area It is located near 
the north end of the county park campground. 
'· • GI~EEN V J.\ L LEY 
Green Valley Lake emerges from a two-year project again 
ready to draw anglers from across Iowa and neighboring 
states for excellent fishing that starts each s pring. 
Once a premier destination for crappie and bluegill 
fishrng. angling deteriorated after yellow bass and 
common carp upset the balance and rumed water quality. 
\\ ater was lowered 12 feet in 2008 to fix the lake outlet 
and pr<'H'nt carp from entering All fish were elimi nat ed. 
boat ramps reparred and additiOnal fish habitat placed, 
including cedar trees in the deepest areas that s hould 
hold panfish during winter. Several spawning areas and 
fish mounds topped with grave l were also built that wi ll 
likely be fi-;h magnets. 
The D R restocked fish in 2008 while Green \'alley's 
water level was held low for two) ears to remove up to 
200.000 cub1c} ards of sediment. The lake will be allowed 
to refill thrs sprrng 
"Bluegills arc 7 to 8 inches and extremely chunky," 
says fisheries biologist Gary Sobotka "There should 
be a lot of fish along the shore during the spring ." 
Green Valley has a new largemouth bass minimum 
length limit of 18 inches. Most bass measure 8 to 15 
inches, wtlh an occasional fish measuring up to 18 inches. 
While there are c rappies. their numbers are low, 
but srze 1s large :\lore crappie-.'' ill move to ang le r-
acceptable srze this year. Fish shorelines early. then 
brushy structures from mid-~ l ay through early summer. 
Channel catfish are growing quickly. with most 
between 15 and to 25 inches. Fish shal low bays where 
the wind is blowing in duri ng ear ly spring. 
After fishing. stay at the renovated campground or in a new 
cabin Larger sites with 50-amp service. new fire rings and 
picnic tables were added, some with water and sewer hookups. 
A new shov.er building and playground were created. 
-!) • LJ.\ I< E M J.\ C 13 R I D E 
Lake Macbride is on a roll. Fishing and water quality 
Roughly 4,700 feet of 
Catfish Creek's streambank 
were stabilized w1th rock 
riprap and 750 feet of 
bankhides were added, 
making the coldwater 
stream one of the more 
popular trout destmat1ons 
m the state 
-_)I_ 
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Lake McBride 
FAR LE FT Brother and sister enJOY 
a successful day fishmg at Red Haw 
Lake south of Chanton. A perennial 
bluegill lake, the fishery was decimated 
during the flood of 1993. To repa1r the 
watershed, sed1ment ponds were bUilt 
to catch s1lt. F1sh hab1tat was added 
and the fish populations adjusted 
Now Red Haw IS reliving 1ts bluegill 
fish1ng glory days REMAINING PHOTOS 
Lackmg adequate fish habitat and 
good water quality, Lake Macbnde in 
Johnson County was never a model 
f1shery But a $2.4 mll l1on restorat ion 
project 1n1t1ated m 2001 changed 
that Islands and underwater reefs 
were mstalled, along with a 1 ,000-foot 
d1ke to stop slit and sed1ment from 
entering the lake. Fishmg jetties were 
created and 3,000 tons of rock nprap 
were p laced along the shoreline Lake 
Macbnde now enJoys some of its best 
walleye fishmg ever, and other species 





































are excellent, and anglers are hooking the benefits. But 
things were not always so good. 
Lake Macbride suffered from poor water quality and 
fish habitat , shallow shorelines and limited shore fishing 
access. In 2001, a $2.4 million project began to turn its 
fortune around. 
From shallow bays, silt was removed and used to build 24 
new islands and underwater reefs later covered in protective 
rock. Dozens of large boulder piles were added to severa l 
old submerged road beds. In the south arm, a half-mi le-long, 
12-foot-wide reef was built. 
To protect water quality, a 1,000-foot si lt and nutrient 
dike was placed along the north arm and 10 miles of 
shoreline was armored with riprap. Six new fishing 
jetties offer improved access for shore fishing. In 2009, 
Macbride was drawn down again to add more rock to 
shoreline, jetties and islands eroded from the 2008 flood . 
"I don't know how many people came up to me and said 
this is the best fishing they have ever had for walleye," 
says fisheries biologist Paul Sleeper. "It's the best I can 
remember and I've been here since 1988." 
Macbride has huge year classes of 13- to 15-inch and 
18- to 20-inch walleyes. In the spring, troll shad-colored 
crankbaits in 6 to 10 feet of water in the upper arms or 
look for rocky points and use a jig and minnow or a shad 
colored crankbait. In the fall, walleyes head to rocky areas 
in the evening and hit shad crankbaits or swim baits. 
Macbride also has an excellent population of 16- to 
18-inch wipers weighing 2 to 3 pounds. Wipers weighing 
5 pounds are common and fish up to 15 pounds arc there. 
The best fishing is in late June and July when wipers 
chase young shad in the early morning and late evening. 
Watch shad, chased by wipers, breaking the surface in 
open water and throw a flashy lure into the melee. 
There is a strong year class of 8- to 9-inch crappies, 
lots of 11 to 13-inch fish and some up to 15 inches. 
Channel catfish are very good for all sizes. Use shad, cut 
shad or shad guts in the evening near the shallow water 
at the campground area in the upper south arm. 
Macbride also has flathead catfish, muskies, excellent 
largemouth bass fishing and is the only lake in Iowa 
that has Kentucky spotled bass. "There arc a lot of 
opportunities to go after a lot of species and we are riding 
a wave of good fi s hing," he said . 
6 • MUD LA I< E PI~ 0 J E C T 
A $4.2 million habitat improvement project in Pool 11 
of the Mississippi River has gone a long way toward 
bringing good fishing close to Iowa's shore. The project 
area north of Dubuque created a tremendous fishery just 
30 steps from the Mud Lake Park boat ramp parking lot. 
The area historically offered good fishing, but years 
of sedimentation left only 1 to 2 feet of water in this 
backwater habitat. The fishery had declined to two 
remnant populations: one at the local marina where 
periodic dredging projects provided deeper water, 
the other two miles downriver in a s lough called 
Lake Zollicoffer. 
The project connected the two areas, using dredge spoil to 
create a two-mile-long dike to protect agai nst sedimentation 
and current from the main river channel. The dredge cut 
allows fish to move, especially during the winter, when the 
surrounding areas may be frozen to the bottom. 
An additional dike near the marina deflects current 
away from the project area, and with the dredge cut, 
tripled critically needed overwintering areas-a proven 
magnet for all river species. 
Zollicoffer's, with its sufficient depth, was connected 
to the project area during the dike construction It also 
created slack water that bluegills desire in winter 
"This was done to improve habitat, but this project 
has brought good fishing close to anglers," says fishenes 
biologist Scott Gritters. "The project is providing a Jot of 
great summer fishing. The area has enough now through 
the system to keep oxygen in the backwaters but not too 
much flow to push fish out in the winter." 
Unfortunately, another area created for overwintering 
has not been as attractive. An area Grillers refers to as 
Fish Hook, because of its shape, lies just off the main 
dredge area in the middle of shallow water and sediment. 
It has not yet drawn any winter usc. 
"It is not uncommon for it to take a few winters to 
develop a population," he says. "But we would like to 
speed up the process." 
The D R marked 9,000 bluegills, releasing them into 
Fish Hook where cedar trees were added for habitat "I 
don't know if it will work or not," Grillers says "Our hope 
is to sec them next year." 
I . I~ ED HJ-\ \A..' LJ-\ I< E 
The 76-acre Red Haw Lake south of Chariton has a 
history as a panfish-producing machine. 
"It was a destination for high quality bluegil l fishing, in 
part because of its excell ent water qua lity," says fisheries 
biologist Mark Flammang. 
But a ll that changed as the flood of 1993 damaged the 
sp illway. To fix it, the lake was lowered. Once complete, 
the lake was allowed to refill, which happened s lower than 
expected. The resident carp population increased and 
uprooted aquatic plants as the water rose. Red llaw now 
had a carp problem and water quality tanked. 
The once high quality resource needed help. In 2002, 
the DNR e liminated the fishery and started over. To 
protect water quality, the DNR built sediment ponds in 
the watershed. The lake received new fishing jetties and 
boat ramps. Recently, fish habitat was marked with GPS 
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coordinate tncluded on the ne\\ Jake map at iowadnr.gov 
"Initially the panfish flshing did not re turn to the leve l we 
had hoped," Flammang says "The fish were growing slowly" 
The tide has turned. Bluegi ll quality is excellent and 
is gelling better every year, and largemouth bass quality 
improved. 1-lislorically, there were a lot of 8- to 12-inch 
bass in the lake. Now large numbers of 15- to 20-p lus-inch 
fi h are present 
"We didn't see this coming," Flammang said. "Bass 
anglers should lake note because this lake is worth a look." 
Fishing is also good for channel catfish and, during the 
spring, for crappies of various sizes. A crappie caught in 
2010 "' cighed more than 3 pounds 
II. SPIIHT LA I< E 
pirit Lake is nding a hot streak anglers will talk about 
for decades. "\\'e arc on track for the highest walleye 
harvest since 1984. Only 2006 had a higher harvest," 
claimed fish(•ries biologist :\like Hawkins. two months 
before the end to th e walleye fishing season. 
T he completion of the Iowa Great Lakes watershed 
management plan last summer will serve as a guide 
to manage and protect the lakes, Hawkins says, and 
to improve the fishery for the long term Protecting 
or enhanci ng water quality provides the foundation 
for good habitat and a thriving fi hery. 
In 2007, a change 111 the walleye s lot limit required the 
immediate release of all walleyes measuring 17 to 22 inches, 
shifting the harvest to smaller fish, v.hich reduces the number 
of fish in the lake and improves growth rates of remaining fish. 
"When we changed the slot limit. we had a perfect 
situat1on. We had a huge 2001 year class of walleyes that 
is now ou r brood source. Eve n if we did not change the 
slot, \H' would still be in a great Situation because of that 
year c lass," he said. "We need more time to assess the 
regulation but a ll indicators are it was the righ t thing 
to do at the nght time. 
"We need to look at these lakes as a wh ole sys tem 
111 o rder to manage them correctly," Hawkins says 
Spi nt Lake involves more than just walleyes. The Jake 
set a record for 31,300 yel low perch ha r vested in October 
alone. With catch records elating back to 1957, the next 
closest harvest was 20,000 from October 1994. 
"T he size of perch has gone up dramatically, which is 
another indicator of a hea lth y perch fishery. We're fairly 
confident good perch fi s hin g will continu e as more year 
classes come into th e system:· he says. 
Other species a re thrivin g as well. Large mouth bass. 
smallmouth bass, bluegills and northern pike will offer 
excellent fishing in 20 11. 
"But if you're a wa lleye angler, you shou ld plan on 
fishing from the opener th rough June and again through 
the ice," Hawki ns says. 
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9 • STO I~M LA I< E 
Wi th more than 26,000 angler trips with a harvest 
exceeding 13,000 walleyes in 2010, Storm Lake takes its 
place among the fin est walleye fisheries in Iowa. 
The 3,000-acre-p lus natural lake is a source of eggs for 
the walleye s tocking program. A 17- to 22-inch slot limit 
placed on walleyes in 2007 has. according to fisheries 
biologist Ben Wallace, inc reased the number of adult 
fish in the s lot over the past three years. 
"Anglers in general are pretty happy with the slot. 
A lot of ang lers have a se lf-i mposed limit of 17 inches 
because they see the va lue of those bigger fish, the 
importance to the hatchery for the ir egg production," 
Wal lace says. 
The new slot limit encourages the harvest of smaller 
fish, making more food availab le for the remaining fish 
to grow. Results from night shocking in 2010 found a 
large year class of 12- to 14-inch walleyes that should 
s till be available for harvest in 2011. 
A Storm Lake dredgmg operation ongoing since 2003 has 
removed 4 million cubic yards of s ilt, increas ing the average 
lake depth and creating 18-foot-deep holes. "There is a lot of 
fishing that is gomg on 111 the dredge cuts," Wallace says. 
Fishing and water quality wi ll improve once a 
renovation project on Little Storm Lake marsh is 
complete. The project calls for the 2-foot-deep, 150-acre 
marsh to be cut off from the main lake with a dike and 
usmg water control structures to dewater the marsh to 
conso lida te sediment and allow vegetation growth. 
"Once we get the marsh working properly, it will act as 
a filter for the wate r entering Storm Lake,'' Wallace says. 
Lake access should improve once boat ramps at the new 
complex on the west side are reconstructed. The complex 
has some food availab le, marine supplies and fuel. 
Fishing begins from shore soon after ice ou t. l\1ost 
takes place along the north shore at the Chautauqua jetty 
or the east shore between Lakeside Marina and Kings 
Pomte Resort. 
In th e spring, use a minnow under a slip bobber, cast 
a jig with a leech or a white or fire tiger-colored twister 
and a minnow. In the summer. troll twisters or crankbaits. 
1(). TWELVE M I L E Lt\ I< E 
Twelve Mile Lake returns as the top fishing destination in 
sou thwest Iowa after a major lake renovation and habitat 
improvement project in 2006. 
"An over-population of yellow bass and common carp 
lead to a dramatic reduction in the number and quality 
of all sport fish in T welve Mile." says fisherie.., biologist 
Gary Sobo tka . 
As yellow bass populations exp loded. they out-
competed other species for food, eve n consuming eggs 
Twe 
Twelve Mile Lake 
Twelve Mile Lake, Storm Lake, 
Crystal Lake and Catfish Creek all 
expenenced rebounds in f1shing 
followmg maJor renovation 
proJects to 1mprove fish hab1tat, 
remove siltation and control 
runoff within the watershed. In 
each project, undesirable fish 
populations were removed. With 
proper habitat and improved 
water quality, sought after 
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or newly hatched fry. Their numbers got so large and 
food so low. yellow bass became s tunted. rarely growi ng 
to 8 inches in length. 
In 2005, the DNR lowered the lake, removed all the 
fish and began a project to re turn Twelve Mile to elite 
status, adding large rock fields, rock reefs and mounds. 
Spawning areas of rock topped with small grave l were 
built within casting distance of fishing je tties. GPS 
coordinates to each area were added to Jake maps. 
"Twelve Mile is producing excellen t fishing for 
walleyes, blucgi lls, largemouth bass and channel catfish," 
says Sobotka. "Bluegills are big and chunky. Largemouth 
bass are everywhere . There are exce ll ent numbers of 
walleyes measuring 11 to 24 inches. 
"Twelve Mile will have some of the best bullheads in 
the state. Most bullheads are longer than 11 inches and 
weigh more than 1 1/2 pounds. Channel catfi~h fishing 
should be tremendous this spring for fish between 2 and 
4 pounds If it's not already, Twelve Mile should be on 
your 'must fish' lake li st," Sobotka said. 
Twelve Mile Lake is in Union County near Three 
Mile Lake and Green Valley Lake. The latter two offer 
camping, fishing and other outdoor opportunities. 
11. VEI~NON S P I~ I N G S D A M 
A deteriorating low-head dam o n the Turkey River a t 
Vernon Springs southeast of Cresco was rebuilt in August 
in a first of its kind in the state showpiece that allows fish 
to move over the dam. 
This crumbling dam gave fisheries biologist Bill 
Kalishek an opportunity. "Dams are fragmenting our 
rivers. With a low-head dam. fish can move downstream. 
but the dam blocks fish movement upstream," he says 
Adding s tair-like rock arches, water walks down from 
higher elevations. The rocky habitat attracts diverse 
aquatic life that draws fish such as walleye, smallmouth 
bass, rock bass and northern pike. Between each rock 
arch is a landing area fish use as they swim upstream 
and over the dam. 
"Fish move. We have radio telemetry s tudies that 
show fi sh move long distances during different times 
of year," Kalis hek says "In the Turkey River be low 
Elkader, channel catfish will move into the Mississippi to 
overwinte r and return in the spring. They need different 
areas for spawning and summer habitats. Reconnec ting 
the fish' s ability to get to critical habitats is impor tan t 
in making long term improvements in fish populations. 
There arc no channe l catfish in the Turkey River 
upstream from the dam at Elkader," due to the blockage 
Upon completion, staff collected 10 fish previously 
marked below dam that swam through the rock arch 
structure. "It is very difficult to document fish movement 
so we were excited," Kalishek says. 
The project has drawn interest from other counties. 
Buchanan Coun ty residents visited the site while 
considering work on a Wapsipinicon River dam. Iowa has 
an estimated 200 low-head dams built 70 to 80 years ago 
and many arc in various states of disrepair. 
1? • V II< I N G I_).\ I< E 
Suffering from poor water quality and a ye llow bass 
population that c rowded out other fish, southwest Iowa's 
136-acre Viking Lake was in dire need of help. 
That came in 2006, starting with a partnership 
between the DNR, other agencies, local g roups and 
nearby landowners that resulted in the installation 
of 22 ponds to intercept runoff and pollutants before 
entering the lake. The lake was drained and 5,000 feet of 
shoreline armored with riprap. Fish habitat and fishing 
jet ties were installed, and all the fish were removed 
Viking Lake promptly refilled in 2007. The reborn lake 
was stocked with largemouth bass, channel cats. bluegill. 
reclear sunfi sh and crappies. "Largemouth bass responded 
well and there are already bass big enough for the bragging 
board," says fisheries biologist Bryan Hayes. "The growth 
of channel catfish populations is better than expected. The 
fishing forecast is excellent." 
The lake was not the only thing re novated. 
In 2002, the DNR invested nearly $900,000 in e lectrical 
hookups, campsite pads and new campground shower 
buildings, and Viking Lake boasts the only full-service 
restaurant in an Iowa state park. 
"The kids can catch fish in the lake. swim at the beach 
and cat icc cream at the restaurant without leaving the 
park," Hayes says. ~ 
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STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
t was late afternoon when the man and his dog 
reachc>d th<.' top of the hill, and the sun had already 
began its descent to the western horizon. Stooping 
low, the man laid his carefully wrapped cargo on the 
grass. Standing <.'reel, he paused to admire the wetland 
panorama that sprawled below. 
Most of the marsh could be viewed from atop this hill, 
and the pair had stood here many times before. The man 
was a hunter. The dog, also a hunter, was a Chesapeake 
Bay retriever who answered to the name of Sandy. Day 
or night, work or play, the two were rarely apart and their 
shared passion was for all things waterfowl. This was 
their favorite marsh. 
Long ago, the man had decided that one day he would 
dig in this very spot. Today would be that day. Taking a 
shovel from the bundle, he put his back to the task. At 
first, the dense network of grasses resisted the effort 
but eventually gave way, allowing the blade to sink deep 
into the soil. Much too steep for farming, the hilltop was 
virgin prairie and the man idly wondered if he were the 
first human to ever disturb this spot. 
When the excavation was complete, the man laid 
his shovel aside. Kneeling to the ground, he softly 
crad led the dog in his arms before finally lowering her 
lifeless form into the earth. Although the man had had 
plenty of time to prepare for this day, the actual event 
became much harder than he had envisioned. Suddenly 
overwhelmed by the reality of the moment, the man was 
a bit surprised, but not ashamed, as unexpected tears 
began to fall from his cheek. 
Several minutes passed before the man stood again 
and began refilling the grave. When the task was 
finished, he carefully replaced the pieces of sod he had 
saved and slowly smoothed each plant into place. [n the 
end, there was little evidence the hill had been disturbed. 
Although darkness was now beginning to engulf the 
marsh, the man was hesitant to leave. Then, from high 
overhead, came the sharp whistle of wings. Instinctively 
looking skyward, the man could not detect the ducks 
as they passed in the growing night. But the sound did 
cause the hunter to reflect-his mind's eye turning back 
to the countless days he and Sandy had shared on this 
and many other marshes. They had been good days. Days 
filled with teal and wigeon, storm-tossed mallards and 
noisy echelons of southbound geese. 
He thought back to a time when the dog was young, 
eager, and in his mind at least, among the best on the 
marsh. He recounted the scores of ducks successfully 
brought to bag because of the dog's uncanny ability to 
mark downed game or to ferret out a cripple from amidst 
dense stands of bulrush. 
One of the hunter's fondest memories had occurred 



















































uskellunge, the "fish of 10.000 casts." are 
Iowa's ultimate trophy fish. It takes years, 
and a sizable angler-funded investmenl. 
to get these top-of-the-line predators 
to trophy size. Now, the capture 
of an Iowa-raised muskic in South 
Dakota provides a watery trail of escape and adventure. 
It a lso raises some questions. How many are lost to the 
recurring nightmare of flooding? What-if anything-can 
be done to stem the night of these maverick muskies' 
-e Caldt, •.• 
On a chilly November day, fisheries workers feel the 
drag on their net on this Missouri River backwater be low 
Gavin's Point dam. As they retrieve the 125-foot net, they 
fold it on the deck, working any snared fish back out of 
the mesh. 
These South Dakota fisheries workers and six other 
crews-representing state fisheries agencies from 
Montana to St. Louis-are looking for sturgeon. Most 
are shovelnose sturgeon, fairly common on the upper 
Missouri. On a rare occasion, it is an endangered pallid 
sturgeon, the primary target in this study. They record 
length and weight, then check to see if the prehistoric-
looking creature is tagged. 
In six years, though, they have never caught one of these. 
"I think it was the fourth net we 
checked. I saw it and said. 'Holy cow, it's 
a muskie!' Kind of amazing It's really rare 
to find a muskie up here," says resources 
Even at the "bottom" of the Iowa Great Lakes chain, 
there was no stop sign. High water rolling over the top of 
Lower Gar's spillway or through an outlet structure was 
her escape route into Mill Creek at Milford. From there, 
it was a short trip to the Little Sioux River, winding down, 
up and through prairie, bluffs and wooded ridges across 
nine counties. Obstacles, such as the Linn Grove dam 
in Buena Vista County, and the Sill 4 dam just upstream 
of the confluence with the Missouri River in Harrison 
County, didn't stop her. 
Now, a decision. 
"She turned right instead of left." deadpans Larscheid. 
After more than 200 miles downstream, she went 
upstream into the current another 141 miles. Upriver to 
Sioux City, the fish had a trip through the channelized 
Missouri. She could have explored several tributaries, 
but the final leg pointed this runaway-ok swimaway-
through a meandering Missouri's timbered islands, 
chutes and backwaters. And just above Yankton, S.D., 
on Nov. 16, 2010, the 36.5-incher \.,.as netted. She was 
350 river miles-and who knows how many more in side 
trips-away from home. 
:Jitt Co.num ... 
Quite a journey. Quite a concern, too. Muskies are a 
trophy fish. Iowa's Great Lakes Region is a great place 
MINNESOTA 
biologist Stephen Belay. Especially this 
13-pounder ... then a second, smaller one 
later that day. 
SOUTH DAKOTA IOWA 
But what were the chances? And where 
was it from? 
"It hatched in 2002. We stocked it in Spirit 
Lake in 2003. ' "e lost track of it after 2007," 
answers Joe Larscheid, DNR fisheries bureau 
chief. Lost, but now found . In between, the 
maverick muskie navigated floodwaters, 
spi llways, dams, a winding trip down one of 
Iowa's scenic rivers and a gill-popping trip up 
the Big Muddy. 
q~ ~'UUcf ••• 
She began her watery emigration by 
following floodwater over the spillway 
from Spirit Lake to East Lake Okoboji 
sometime after April 2006. Over time, the 
path led th rough a couple isthmuses-water 
bridges-through Upper Gar Lake, Lake 
Minnewashta and into Lower Gar Lake. 














lo catch them. I !owevrr. in the las t couple decades. Iowa 
has been losing a s hare of its adu lt, s torkNI muskies. 
"l n a year, about 20 percent of th e popul a tio n as a who le. 
ei ther dies of natura l morta lity, maybe the ang ler takes it, 
or they go over the dam in a high water event," explains 
I arscheid "We have known for years that '"hen '"aler 
goe-; over the dam. muskies-hke an) other f1-.h-go 
O\ er. too. \ re are concerned when fish go <n er the dam," 
says Larschcid 
That's because it takes years fo r them to grow to 
trophy s ize. By the n, a pretty big chu nk of li me, dfor t 
and money is invested in these h ig h-demand prod ucts. 
And biologists moni tor them along the way Letting them 
surf over a flooding -.pdlway is not a desired option for 
these whoppers, who are under human scrutiny much 
of their slippeq lt,e.., 
The eye opener came in 2006. "We experienced a 
flood event. About ha lf the adult muskies in Sptrtt Lake 
in 2005 we caught below the spillway in 2006-i n the 
Okoboji cha in," reca ll s Larscheid. F ro m there, it took 
only another high water event for these trop hies and 
trophies-to-be to move out of East and West Okoboji, 
through Upper Gar, l\l innewashta to Lo\H'r C1ar. then 
over the Iawhead dam 1nto ~l ill Creek and out of the 
system entire)) 
ll all starts each April, along gravel shore lines on 
Spirit Lake as we ll as East and West Okoboji. As wate r 
temperatures approach 50 degrees. adu lt mu-;kies prowl the 
shoreline, looking for a place to spawn. Dozens are caught 
in gill nets. brought on board netting boat-. and retur ned 
to the one-story brick hatchery on the isthmu-. connecting 
Spirit and East OkoboJI "Returned" because. chances are. 
they were spawned there years before 
Female brood fish a re str ipped of eggs. r he eggs are 
fer til ized and incubated in the hatchery. From that point, 
Iowa muskies a re on the fast track. 
In the wild, cou nlkss hungry predators are after lit tle 
muskies and any other fish they can swallow. Thus, spawning 
fish produce hundreds-even thousands-of eggs Of the 
small fraction hatching, only a tiny handful reaches maturity. 
In the hatchery, however. 70 percent of incubated eggs hatch. 
And a large share, which make it to stocking SIZ<' a year later, 
are out of reach of most predators. 
T hese sac fr y consum e th e ir yolk sacs an d s tar t 
figu ring out wha t food is. Fro m the re. Iowa's pe ll eted 
feed program gets ··more muskies to ma rke t. " Over 
each ho lding tank hangs a feede r tro ugh At five-m inute 
Intervals, a timer -.naps open spring pla tes and sand 
grain-sized commercial feed-" mash" at this size- drops 
into the wa te r ":\ luskieco; are not as tra inab le as o ther 
hatche r y-reared species They're not as aggressive," 
explains Sp irit Lake ha tchery manage r Do nna Muhm. 
"They lay th e re in th e wate r. If food comes by, they ea t it. 
Eve ntuall y, they lea rn to feed." 
The little fis h are gulping pencil e rase r-sized pe ll ets as 
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4-inch fi ngerlings. "The dry pcll e tcd feed g reatly improves 
s urviva l in th e hatchery," emphasizes Larsche id . "We were 
pioneers in th at research . A lo t of s la tes have adopted it. " 
At 4 inches, they are switched to a mi nn ow di et. By October, 
they arc 10 to 12 inches long 
----
• 
Next stop is the Rathbun 
hatcher y in sou thern 
Iowa. T he 6-month-olds 
wi nter he re in concre te 
holding ponds. Come 
spring, these minnow-munching mach ines are 12 to 14 
inches. They've been fed, housed and kept free of disease 
and other pitfa ll s that mig ht befall them in the wild. 
And tha t year of atte ntion doesn't come cheap. "We will 
raise 3,500 to 4,000 for s tock ing in Iowa," says Muhm. 
"We fig ure it cos ts about $8.80 each to ge t them to that 
point. " That sounds expe ns ive, but research shows that 
s urviva l of mus kies is hundreds o( times better with the 
revo luti onary diet and ove rwinte ring in the hatchery. 
Their tour of Iowa wraps up right back at Spirit Lake. 
i 
--
OPPOSITE PAGE: South Dakota Game, F1sh and Parks 
fisheries biologists untangle a catch of fish dunng 
a sturgeon study on the M1ssoun R1ver BELOW: South 
Dakota crew member Jason Kral holds the mavenck 
muskie that washed over the Spmt Lake spillway and 
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They wi ll be stocked in a few days in the lake system and 
other "muskie lakes" across Iowa. First, though, a liquid 
nitrogen freeze brand is applied. In 2003, that brand 
was "1-3," applied on the left side. The permanent l-inch 
brand g rows to about 4 inches as the fish matures. 
It was that brand LeBay and the crew noticed seven 
years later, as they worked their surpri se muskie out of 
the net. They also broke out a handheld "tag reader." As 
that electronic wand passed over the muskie's left cheek, 
a "blip" told them they had a hit. A tiny electro-magnetic 
wire, injected into her left cheek muscle a couple years 
prior in Iowa, provided a unique passive integrated 
transponder (PIT) number. A new chapter had just been 
added to the underwater journey of Muskie 431AlE3A25. 
Usually, by the time an Iowa-reared muskie gets to 
this size, it is no stranger to fisheries biologists. "Ours 
is probably one of the must studied populations in the 
world." says Larscheid. "Every fish stocked is marked. 
We know the year it was stocked and the rearing history. 
If we recapture it in our gil l nets, it gets a PIT tag. From 
that point on, we document the growth of these fish, the 
survival. We determine the population abundance in a 
lake. We know the individual history of that fish." 
n 
.nO 
The $1 million question is: "How many fish ARE leaving 
the lake? 
"That is one of the challenges we face," says district 
management bio logist Mike Hawkins. "How big is the 
problem?" We have had outmigration. Our (PIT tag) 
population estimates are re liable. That is our best tool 
for managing the population. We have a handle on the 
movement from Spirit Lake to Okoboji. Out of the system, 
though? The figures arc not so reliable." 
Their study suggests the "escape" instinct has to do 
with high water in the spring. An urge to spawn? But why 
o ne year, and then not so much in another? 
So, a muskie in the river? River anglers buy licenses, 
too, ri ght? It can provide exciting fishing below the dam. 
The concern, though, is that fish reared and managed 
for a lake system are no longer there. And in the case 
of 43 1A1E3A25, lost to the anglers who paid for her 
re latively expensive room and board for seven years. 
"They are expensive," notes Larscheid. "We have that 
initial inve stment and then every year, we have mortality. 
By the time they get to 40 inches, there are fewer out 
the re, yet we s till have the investment." 
So, how do you keep them where they belong? T he easy 
answer would be to stop the floods. Recent history suggests. 
though, that would be a head-in-the-sand approach. Water 
h~ overtopped the spi llways at Spirit Lake, at the other 
la'i5es in the chain, seven of the last 10 years. Hundred-year 
floods seem to occur every few years now. 
Could a .physical barrie r hold back fis h emigra tion 
w'b~n water goes over the top, or surges throug h outlet 
structure~? "You get a lot of debris in the wate r, too-
trees, brush," notes Larscheid. "You can get plugging 
around that barrier. It becomes ineffective. it's been 
tried for a lot of years; chain link fences, a bar system. 
Generally, they don't work." 
Another prospect might be to turn the fish around. 
Bubble screens and electric barrier-; both show promise. 
So do acoustic blocks that rely on sound waves. They 
also cost money. Big money. 
"We are actively investigating thc-;e technologies. 
Some states have deployed them in certain situations 
with good success. We are looking, but are not near 
the implementation phase," says Larscheid. "Even if we 
cannot s tem the flow of muskies leaving our lakes, the 
future of muskie fishing in Iowa is bright. It is better now 
than ever before and will only get better as we continue 
to refine our management of th1s troph:r -;pecies ·~ 
The process of reanng musk1es to a s1ze where surv1val1s greatly 
mcreased IS t1me consummg and costly Freeze brand1ng (far upper 
left), egg stnppmg, feedmg, ra1smg and ultimately stockmg all take 
t1me. Yet the rewards are well worth the effort The obJeCtive of muskie 
stockmg IS to prov1de enough fish for anglers to average one per 
100 hours of anglmg In the Iowa Great Lakes, 1t 1s closer to one m 30 
hours. Yet, there IS not a lot of angling exploitation. Anglers voluntanly 
release most of the musk1es they catch Trophy s1ze IS 1n the eye of the 
beholder, but for musk1e fanat1cs. 50 1nches IS the benchmark Those 
•trophies; accordmg to taggmg stud1es. are as much as 20 years old. 
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Bass lures from Dowag1ac, 
Mich.-based Heddon 
were must-have tackle in 
the 1950s and '60s. These 
lunker-getters are in good 
to very good condit1on, just 
a few scratches from being 
used. However, a box along 
with it sometimes doubles 
the lure's value After all, 
what do most of us do when 
we take any purchase out of 
the box? We throw 1t away. 
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RIGHT: When this nearly 
7-inch mud puppy lure was 
designed around 1970, 
probably by the C.C. Roberts 
Ba1t Company in Mosinee, 
W1sc., 1t featured a pull-away 
hook and leader Should you 
lose your battle w1th the 
muskie who h1t the hook, 
the wood body would stay 






















arage sales. A swap meet. An estate 
auction can be prime territory. 
Interested in antique fishing tackle? 
It is all yours if the price is right. With 
online shopping, the sky is the limit. 
just be careful what you are buying. 
Of course, there was no Internet and 
no smart phones when Don Kline started picking up old 
tackle a few decades ago. Then, you had to show up in 
person. "Auctions were the main source for tackle It was 
entertainment 30 years ago," recalls Kline. UThey'd set 
everything out at the house or the farm. Now they truck 
it into a building and Jay it out." 
He fell into his hobby easily. As a fisheries biologist 
with the Department of Natural Resources, he had a 
natural interest in fishing gear. Now retired, Kline and 
his wife, Marge, sti ll make the circuit from their home 
in Washington. If there's an auction or a promising sale 
in southeast Iowa, even in Illinois, they could be there. 
"Back then, at auctions, they'd have all the old rods 
and reels piled up. A garage sale? They didn't even put 
out the fishing tackle. People weren't buying it. It wasn't 
that valuable," laughs Kline. "I would roam around the 
flea markets, the mini malls in the early days. It was 
cheap. The trouble is, I just didn't buy enough of it then!" 
SO, WHAT IS COLLECTIBLE? 
Age is a factor, of course. Wooden lures, hand-painted 
from the "pre-plastic" era, are a hot commodity. Still, 
there has to be enough of a product to give you a 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY JOE WILKINSON 
reasonable chance to obtain a 
few. Many focus on fishing's "Big 
Five" manufacturers: Heddon, 
Pflueger, Shakespeare, South 
Bend and Creek Chub. 
The important thing is to collect what 
you like. "A lot of people find their dad's, 
their uncle's or granddad's old tackle bo>..," 
says Kline. "After getting hooked, they discover 
tackle at garage sales and flea markets. Then it's on to 
collectors' clubs and shows. The Internet is the newest 
hunting ground." 
"A good friend and I were talking. He said, 'I love eBay. I 
can go to a show everyday,"' recalls Dudly Murphy, co-author 
of Ftshing Lure Collectible encyclopedias. He is concerned 
about fake or retouched lures and other collectibles when 
a buyer only has a description or photograph to judge the 
piece. "Nearly all collectible hobbies have those who attempt 
to deceive," he warns. "Learn who to trust until you can trust 
your own judgement." 
Murphy is co-founder of the National Fishing Lure 
Collectors Club and edits the group's magazine. He 
has established steps concerning suspect lures. "If I 
sec a lure, I'll bookmark the site if I'm not sure. I call 
people You need to be able to ask if it's authentic." 
Acknowledging, of course, that he has authored books 
which compete with online services, Murphy still likes 
something he can hold in his hand. "You can take a book 
anywhere." 
Helpful or suspect, you could spend weeks negotiating 
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Triple treble hooks and a blood 
red stripe set ident1fy this Heddon 
(Dowag1ac) 'musk1e vamp." 
References for Lure Collectors 
-
_...-::- Over time, people wanted to know more about the stu ff inside 
grandpa's tackl e box. Catalogs and books followed. 
Carl F. Luckey 's Old F1shmg Lures and Tackle is packed full 
of 1nformat1on, p1ctures and prices. A three-volume set of Karl T. 
White's Fishing Tackle Ant1ques & Collectibles is a picture and value 
gu1de to White's extensive co llection. Kline rel•es heavily on both. 
Al so out there: F1shmg Lure Collectibles: An Encyclopedia of 
the Early Years 1840-7940 by Murphy and Edmisten as well as the 
follow up ... the Modern Era, 7940 to Present. Hundreds of other texts, 
brochures and magazines help light the way for fishing tackle fans, 
telling them what it IS and what it's worth. 
Th ese days, collector gu1debooks are often replaced by a 
keyboard and screen. lnformatton is at your fingerttps tn an tnstant 
with message boards, eBay and many other webs1tes. The potential 
to learn, buy and sell1s endless. Bu t then, so is the margin for error. 
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BELOW: A sturdy tacklebox 
IS important on the boat or 
the bank while you're fishmg, 
or 1n your hobby corner or 
shop. Besides holding your 
collectibles (Kline separates 
h1s by company name), good 
wood and metal tackle boxes 
are as collectible as the lures 
they once held. 
The popular Heddon 
"pumpkinseed" from 
the 1950s and '60s. 
In the box above IS Kline's haul from 
just one weekend auct1on. He couldn't 
walk away from 10 antique reels, eight 
or nme lures and a few other peripheral 
tackle items. At right 1s a Red Eye 
Hofschneider. 
~ 
It doesn't t ake much to achieve a collectible state of 
mind. About 10 years ago, my mother-m-law gave 
me a metal box out of a shed on the family farm In 
the beat-up box were some beat-up fishing lures. 
A few years later, Kline and I worked an outdoor 
show, so I hauled it along. He was mildly impressed. 
An olive green muskie plug-made of wood-w1th 
pu ll away hook and leader caught his eye. "That's a Mud 
Puppy from the 1940s and '50s;' he recalled, putting on a 
price t ag of $50-$60, had it been in excellen t condi t ion. 
Mine grades a notch or two below. An orange and 
black T60 Flatfish musky lure with a double treble hook 
could bring about the same amount, Kline thought. A 
wood Phantom plug with chipped wh1te pa1nt had him 
think1ng. "This would have had fluorescent pa1nt (where 
pa1nt was now missing); maybe S 1 0-15," Kline suggested. 
Those were the b1g finds m my hand-me-down 
"t reasure chest." Since then, a $5 garage sale tackle 
box y1elded a b1g Red Eye Muskies spoon, made by 
Hofschneider, and a smaller one, maybe turned out by 
the Paw Bait Company. Nothing to break the bank yet, 
but I'm learning to watch for some of the key names 
Heddon, Arbogast, Shakespeare, as well as old features 
like square brass swivels, stuff that 1sn't made anymore. 
My meager collection looks sort of cool m a 
decades old glass pie display case-another garage 
sale acquisition. If somebody notices, I offer what l1 ttle 
background I have. Just like the "old collector," though, 
I face the same dilemma Kline does: " I just didn't buy 
enough of it then." 
Heddon used a netting material 
and then spray painted through 
it to create the scale pattern on 




A yellow and red Heddon 
musk1e vamp" 
all the \\ ebsites 
"Buyer beware does apply to 
any collectible." warns Murphy 
1 hat's'' hen hooktng up \'>Ilh a 
club has its merits On line or the 
old fashioned way at annual shows 
and displays, you can talk to others who share your Intere'>l 
and curiosity 1any site<> offer message boards to "ort out 
mformatwn Get to know a It>\\ members, and you develop 
a trust. "it's a great hobby. A lot of fun guys with similar 
interests You can get more enJoyment out of the hobby." 
Rob Pavey rides herd ov<.'r www mrlurebox.com It's 
important for him to "keep it reel"\\ hen it comes to old fh.hing 
tackle Asked about "getting \\hat you pay for," Pavey, an 
outdoor writer for the Augusta Chronicle in Georgia, points 
right back to an interview he did w1th the blog "ephemera" a 
couple of years ago "Remember that what goes around. comes 
around. Help other collectors with their collections and other<> 
will help you Be honest in all your trades and transactiOns " 
Pavey, a long time member of the NFLCC, urgrs 
collectors to JOin the club and attend some -;ho\\s "You 
will learn more than any reference book can tea<:h you 
and make fri(•nds in the process." he says He is also 
big on those fishing tackle enq.clopedias-list1ng Carl 
Luckey's as the best all-around reference-and Just 
getting word out. among lnends. estate dealers and 
anyone who might have fishmg gear to sell or swap. 
You can cover more territory online. On the other hand. 
developing a network as Pavey suggests can pa) off as 
wel l. "My son and his wife are always looking for tackle 
for me " She is from Spirit Lake and was going through 
a relative's belongings, relays jim Bonrud of Rosemount 
Minn An old green reel in very good condition was 
wrapped up in a small leather pouch Her grandmother 
told h11n he cou ld have it. Going on line, Bonrud learned 
he had a decent bargain. It is valued at $15 to $25 
Kline ke<.'ps an eye on websites. But auctions. his 
"bibles" and experience help. too lie's a lways on the 
lookout for peripheral stuff-line. pliers. skinners and 
fishing knives. "They were a lot like pocket knives, but 
with a liltle scaler and a filet blade Almost everybody 
would have one back then," Kline swears. "It is very 
important to collect something with a connection to 
your fishing memories." 
That includes salesman cards for Carlisle hooks. 
In the 1930s or '40s, a company rep would use thrm to 
convlllce store owners to stock up on a few dozen tins or 
paper boxes. A display of actual hooks glued to one card 
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san offset curve design. Ano ther has a wider throat. 
l ie turns one over to reveal the card's earlier life "He 
made these out of a seed corn poster'" Kline says. "Ten 
vears ago, these would have gone for S3 to $5 each ow. 
they're two to three times that " 
Most fishing antiqu<'s arc a little piece of history. 
When a hardware store in l\1ount Vernon closed, Kline 
p1cked up a box of fishing reel parts "That's where you 
would go back then to fix your reel." <.'xplains Kline 
"They had the lillie handles, the shafts. th<.' housmg end 
plates. Each had its own price lag." Other overlooked 
treasure"> His Dayton Bait Company paperw<'Ight b made 
from-ironically-a plastic float And there's a wooden 
reel with silk thread Silk? "You had to dry it out after 
every use Otherwise. it would rot," recalls Kline. "Then 
nylon came along and revolutionized that." 
But mo-;t colle<:tors want the big two "Lures and reels." 
says Kline "Most popular are the early lures, made of wood 
or molded plastic Reels are th<.' other significant items." 
Kline looks for quality reels made by small companies like 
Meek and Talbot, companies later bought up by the big 
names-Pflueger. South Bend. ~hakespeare. 
And there arc moments when you know, "I got it right." 
At a sal(', Kline spotted some silver/nickel-plated reels. "I 
sa1d to m} seU if I \\.'as ever gomg to O\\. n one. It was going to 
be today," he recalls. "There was another guy there. We were 
bidding them up I ended up with four. he got the other two." 
From there, the auction moved to their boxes "We started 
bidding on them. too," laughs Kline. The auctioneers learned 
111 a hurr) that the box can be a.., \'aluable as the reel After 
all. what ciid you do after you opened 11? You threw it away." 
At the same auction. he bid on a choice of reels and 
picked up several for 810 to $12.50 "l brought them home 
and looked them up. They were early Pfluegers. One of 
them was worth $330 to $400'" 
Looking it over and holding it, one notices the tiny 
bone handles and a patina to the metal after 70-plus years 
"These early reel-; were probably made by Jt'\\ elers They 
would have the equipmen t to g1 ind the bearings," notes 
Kline. Working the reel, one can feel the smooth, almost 
nawless feel. "This is a B.F. I\leck. out of Kentucky fhat's 
supposedly where a lot of the good reels wcrr made back 
then," notes Kline. as he goes through the pedigre<.' of 
"who bought who" for wh ich product line. 
Along'' ith hundreds of lures. Kline owns hundreds 
of rods. li e pick-; up a one-piece, steel Hurd rod and reel 
with wa lnut grips "This one never panned out. It was 
h1gh end. high qualit)." revie'"s Kline "People wanted 
lo buy their rod and r<.'el separately, though." 
These days, the competition is getting tougher. Garage 
sales? "You golta get there first," stres-;es Kline. "It's 
hard to gel a dea l now. Everything is priced out. The 
advantage is gone. If you don't (bid 1t up) the antique 
dealers will bid on it. They know it's worth something." 8 

Tolll'ts account for nearly 30 percent of water ton!"umplion in a home. uo;;;ing more water 
than <lll} other activity. The optiOns arc to upgradl' 
toilets to nl'w high efficiency units that U"-<' 1.6 
gallons pt r llu"-h. or mstall a dual tlu"h comertt•r 
for about ::;19 to S30 A\ailable at man} hardware 
..;to res.\\ al \ 1arl. Costco and Home Depot. the 
Hydro~ight Dual Flush converter can save~ 100 
per year in water cost"· works with the majonty 
of toilets and 1n..;talls w1thin minutes. 
I A marvel of human efficiency, the kidneys filtl'r 
a couple of pints of blood per minute. removing 
waste as urine The irony? Once urine is expe lled, 
humans U'5l' a Jot of water-gallons per tlush-to 
remove a scant amount of liquid. This incfficienq. 
not only wastes v .. atcr and boosts utility bills. 
it requires enC'rg)' -intensive pumps that emil 
greenhouse gases to move and treat \ast amounh 
of water 
But the s1mple, money .... aving solution of 
tnstalling dual-flush toilet retrofits a1IO\\ users to 
ust:. a small tlush for liquid waste or a fu11 tlush for 
-;o!Jd waste \\llh substantial savmgs A famll} of 
four can easily ..;ave 10.000 gallons of water a yt•ar. 
Based on tt>chnolog)' used in Europe and 
Au-;tral1a for decades, the award-winning 
ll ydro Right quickly and easily turns "tandard 
! toi lets into two-button fixtures proven to reduce 
water usage by 30 percent. One bu tton is th e q UJ ck 
fl ush se ttin g that uses significantly lower water 
vo lumes for liquids a nd paper-the setting needed 
four out of five times. T he second full-flush button 
uses th e normal amount of water fo r solids. 
To order online, visit www.goMJSI.com, or check 




B n f1ts of Savmg Water 
Eff1c1ent water use helps 
reduce demands on water 
suppltes, as well as drinking water 
and wastewater mfrastructure, as 
ustng less water means moving and 
treatmg less water Th ts not only saves 
on water bills, but helps reduce loca l 
taxes and levtes by de laying the need 
to increase water deltvery and wastewater 
treatment systems. Delivenng water and wastewater servtces is energy 
mtenstve, as the water ts treated, pumped to homes and busmesses, 
pumped to wastewater facilities and treated agam. Using less water 
reduces energy use and cu ts greenhouse gas emisstons. 
Put .:1 Stop on l dks 
Further reduce water bills by checking for dripptng faucets. It 
ts amazmg how many gallons of water are wasted by slow dr1ps. 
A stmple washer replacement ts often an easy, inexpensive repatr 
that can ellmmate wasteful leaks 
1'19 
Another leak check tS to read your water meter before turning in for 
the night. Check the water meter again first thmg in the morntng 
If t he readmg has mcreased and no water was used during the ntght, 
you may have a leak. Remember to account for tee makers, furnace 
hum1dt fiers or other appliances th at opera te overn1gh t 
Even though a toilet 1sn't runnmg, it can st ill leak water If you suspect a 
problem, put a few drops of food coloring 1n the tank and let tt stt severa l 
hours. If the dye has colored the water m the bowl, there ts a leak A 
common, mexpensive fix ts to tnstall a new toilet tank flapper. 
Know Thy Flush 
If you are unsure of your toilet vintage, check the manufacture date on the underside of the tank ltd where it ts often stamped 
tnto the porcelain. Totle ts built after 1993 are more efftcient. Those made during the 1980s typically use 3.5 gallons per flush . 
Older toilets often use much more water, five to eight gallons per flush . 









Find a volunteer project or post your own event 
at www.keepersoftheland.org or call 515-281 -0878. 
UN CAGED 
BLANK PARK ZOO, DES MOINES 
Vermicomposting just part of zoo's conservation mission 
Today's menu llama h31r, cardboard, vegg1e ~craps, den rT' overalls ard manure all tasty IteMs 
for the red w ggler worms at Des Mo1nes' Blank Par~< loa .,.he wormc; nosh on trash, turnmq 1t 
into valuable compost for the zoo's grounds. T'le zoo's smallest employeec; beqan 3bout four 
years ago when the zoo contacted the Iowa Waste Exchange for a way to reduce the amount 
of waste heading to the landfill Set up with a worm farmer, the zoo started w1th a few 1-'undred 
worms and now has tens of thousands. Not only does the compostlng effort. headquartered m 
a b1n in a garage, save trash from the landfill, the zoo saves money on com post and uc;es fewer 
pest1c1des all part of 1ts m ss1on to spread the message of conservatiOn says Jesc;1e Weeks, ar 
an1mal hardier cmd the zoos conservat on coord rator The role of zoos IS ch~rqtng We need to 
be a leader 1n conservation c111d 1nsp1re people to c.are about tile enwonment Its such a great 
opportul"\ ty and a respons1b11ity that people leave w1th a better sef"'ie of conserv<H'or st'le )ays 
Tl-te zoo ra1ses money for worldwide and local conservatiOn, frorT' ti"e lntern1t1oml ()f"ow ~eopard 
Trust to 1-logs for Frogs, tre lOOS arrua b1ke ra ly to benefit t"le JNR s oad and Frog Cal S,yvey 
S nee last surnrrer, 25 (e'1t<; o' every adrrliSSIOn qoes to Co1ns for Conservation wrere v s1tors vote 
for the1r favor te w11dl fe orowct-lowa prair e ch1cke'1s Georq1a c;ea turt e) or lnter'1ati0'1a q ralfe 
conservauo'1 The zoo a~so opens liP tre worm b1n •o· t> ernentary to co lt>qe las~eos look1'1Q tc 
coMpost at scrool or "lome Peop e wart to carne to see t"le worrT'c;, Weekc; say" 
--------~ --------
, LIVES ON 
LANGLAND FAMILY, WINNESHIEK COUNTY 
Conservation runs deep in family 's roots, 1mproves trout stream 
Walter Langlaf"d knows people will travel hundredc; of miles for the chance to sn1o a Wild brow., 
trout am1dst the 1dyllic Winnesh1ek County landscape He sees anglers frorT' M nneapo'1s Lh11.. 1qo 
and across Iowa cast a I me 1n North Bt'cH (reek a stream generat ons of h1s fam1ly l'ave worked to 
protect and share. "Walter and I'IS father have always allowed publ c fishmq on North BecH, the most 
used tro..Jt c;tredm n the -;tate, c;ays DNR f1~henes b1olog1st B II Kal c;hek "Everybody reillly luokc; up to 
Walter and values hie; Judg'ilent" ~dnql H'd, 1long w1tr h1s w1fe Adeline and son Steve, hJc; worked 
with the DNR and ~rout Unlimited to 5tdbillze the stream's banks and prov1de t•out hal'ltat he 'amny 
has also rT'OVed acre~ nto CO'I!:.ervatiOn and forest rec;erve proqrarrlS (orserVdtiOn ra~ bt.>E'l1 a farruly 
pnonty SI'1Ce '940, wre'1 Walters fatt'er Wd) Of"€' of tt')e flr<;t •armers r the I..OUf"ty to u~E' ( on'-t'rVdtiOI"'' 
practices "The farrr1 was r Jn down w"len t'e acquned 1t, ar>d 1t took J ong t1me to build up tre c;u I 
aga n, Lang and says T"le worK be'lefns w lrlhfe too dS :re La'1gla'1rlc; watc r det r tu k v an b l 
eagles alo'lg the stream I app~ec. dte t'lat otrerc; ~,an el"\,oy the beautY of t'11c; dn+tles .. ar •., 
1mporta'1t to preserve 1ts natura t ar ac tt'P'itlc c; t'e 'idYS H1s sof" ">teve who qrt>w p p JYI'1q r !"' rth 
Beoar sa1d tile water 1c; mu, h purer row after fe>'1unq c.attle from t"le strea!T' af"d ot.,t r we rk 
COntinUing Of" wrat rrly grandfatre• df"d flt"lt>r hdW dore It setS 3r examplf' f >r >tht rc. • r > )W 
I FUTURE 
CHUCK "C.J:' AND MELISA JACOBSEN, CLINTON COUNTY 
Clinton County couple lead yearly cleanup to protect the lower Wapsi 
This fall tr1ngs will come full ore. lefor Mel1sa and Chuck "C J Jacobst>n d" they tackle the final 
stretch of the Lower WapsipiniCOn River Veterans of the DNR's annudl nver c.lecmup, Prowct 
AWARE they've m1ssed only one-the Clinton County couple founded the Lower Waps1p1n1con 
R1ver Cleanup ProJeCt 1n 2006 to protect the nerqhborhood nver Each tall, alonq w1th a team of 
volunteers, they ve c h1pped away at a different nver stretch, floaunq 14 m1 es and Wdlk1nq 21 
miles or tre 'iL.rround1ng land "Those two JUSt mdke a per'eu tt>cJrT', aye; Mark Roberts w1tl' 
the C hntof" l ou'1ty C onservat Of" Board They re JUSt c onc;1steontly, Hl'1lJ pE'OJJI€' Th? c.le.l,..,uPS 
have pulled almost 26 tons of trash-lf"Ciudll"\9 odd finds like a c;hortwav~ ra l o, wht ->lc 'ld r ard 
lots of boats w1th almost ralf of that recycled lt'c; 1ke a fever you cater 1t sore of the '1a'>tl.,st 
JObs a•ound, but peop e are eager to do n,"C.J says More people help each year and t s otten a 
farn1 y affa r Even the Jac.obsens prescrooler, Maca la'l, hds her owr oadd e nd pi(kc; uP trash 
everywhere s"le goes You do t because you want to ead by example wa'1t to do c;ometh1ng 
and t'll'i s tre sometr1ng I c dn do, says Me 1sa Corr1e Oc.tober, tht> c ea'1up w1 I rave> l overeod tt'le 
rver fro'TI A'1a'TIO'>d to tt'le .'v\ISSI~Sipp, a'1d will head back to tilt> top f" 201.. We> re tryl'llJ to get 
people to user verc; more a'1d be resporc;1b e users to havt> rT'lOrP p1c ktnq ..Jr. •r ~r •rrow1ng Jown 
says l J We I ke to th1n1< every place we v1s t we leave a I ttle bit be•ter" 
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Venison Jerky-An Enduring American Staple BYJOEWILKINSON 
V( ru .... on tastes grt'at. but like all culinar} staple-;, } ou can on I} eat 
'>0 much When I v.as a kid. a neighbor 
"ould bnng over a roll of dt l r .:;alamr 
each winter, processed after his hunting 
trip. It disappeared in a hun ) -a wild 
game treattn our hou'>c. 
With the freezer full, not a week 
goes b} \\hen \l.'e don't han a \'ellt'>on 
meat-or four-courtesy of the bluffs 
111 northea-;t Iowa Deer sll·aks. 
roasts and strr fry dot the menu \l't 
homemade Italian cl<'er sausage goes 
great as a sanch.,·ich or featured rn 
1 mostaccioli or lasagna. ~alami and 
pepperoni from the local locker are 
last}. too. However, rt's a ltttlc pricey 
I to drop off all our deer for proccsstng. 
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I've sampled dozens of jerkies. 
rollups and -;pre} sttLks of one kind 
or another. Use this basic recrpe to 
turn out good Jerky and takl tt back 
""tth you into the woods or on the 
\\ater for thE next outtng. 
The ke} j..., to use tiH' best cuts. 
I acking fat and connective tissue. 
a \\CII-trimmed backstrap loin ts the 
best chotce. Hindquarter roasts work, 
too You'll want to exrl<'rimcnt \l.ith 
ingredtents a-; well as length of time 
in the marinade or dehydrator 
IOWA BLUFF COUNTRY JERKY 
2 lbs trimmed back loins or hindquarter 
roas t s 
1/2 cup soy sauce 
1/ 2 cup Worchestershire sauce 
1/ 4 cu p ketchup 
1/ 4 cup brown sugar 
1 teaspoon black pepper 
3/4 teaspoon onion sal t 
3/4 teaspoon garlic powder 
16 drops of red or cayenne pepper sauce 
(like Frank's Red Hot) 
l\l ix all, allowing tht' dry 
ing-1 edienls to dissolve as much as 
possrble and blend Cut back lorns 
1nto strips one quarter to a third 
of an inch thick Layer str1ps in 
thl' mannade. co\ering the surface 
of t'ach piece. Ld marinate for six 
hours. flipping the airt1ght container 

















Delicious, Easy Golden Pheasant Nuggets BY ALAN FOSTER 
covered 1 ransfer the pteces to 
the drying racks of the dehydrator. 
You may want to drain them, or set 
them on a paper towel if they drip 
too much. This removes some of the 
spices, though. 
Each dehydrator is a little different. 
I simply followed the instructions in 
mine (10 hours at 160 ). And whi le 
jerky should hold up fine for a few 
weeks without refrigeration, I still 
store mine in the refrigerator or even 
the free;r.er until needed. 
C hie ken nuggets top the list of most ktds' dinner choices, but 
don't settle for the processed meat-
like chunks 1ound in grocery store 
freezers and fast food restaurants 
Pair these last> golden phea"ant 
nuggets with some homemade fries 
and you'll have kids wanttng to stay 
home for dinner. 
GOLDEN PHEASANT NUGGETS 
2 whole pheasant breast s cut into 
1-inch chunks 
2 eggs, beaten 
1 cup water 
1 Y1 teaspoons salt (can substitute half 
salt, half garlic salt or garlic powder) 
4 teaspoons sesame seeds 
1 cup flour 
To make batl(•r. mix all ingredients 
except pheasant Dip phea"ant 
chunks in batter and fry at 375c for 
three to five minutes or until golden 
brown. Serve with homemade fries 
TIP 1: To create a light. airy coating. 
use self-rising flour instead of 
a ll-purpose flour. 
TIP 2: The secret to crispy, de licious 
homemade fries is in the cooking 
Deep fry small batches of fries at 
375° until softened but not brown<:'d . 
Remove and season with salt or 
favorite seasoning blend. l cl oil 
return to temperature before addtng 
additional fries. Once all are rooked. 
return small batches back to fryer 
and cook until brown and crisp}' 
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Tu nnel v1sion: An extremely narrow or pre}udtced o u tl ooll, n a r ro w-m 111 d ed ness. 
(onset vat1on offiLers need to be constantly aware of 
the JHtfalls of tunnel vision I distinctly recall several of 
my field training offic<>rs cramming that 1nto my b t ain 
10 years ago. "Don't gc>t too focused on one thing Keep 
an open mind and sec the btg p1cture." 
It is dangNously t·asy to fall under the spell of lunn<'l 
vision during a stressful ewnt such as a htgh-speed 
pursuit. ;\fy tailure to adhere to thts sage advice. howt'Vl'r, 
usually occur., during routine situations. For cxamplt•, 
while clwcking a duck hunter. I might notice an extra duck 
in the pile. It sudd<•nly becomes easy to overlook othl•r 
probh•ms and torus solely on the O\'er-bag violation. It's 
usually not until I'm driving away that it dawns on nw that 
I may haw lorgotten to \'erify that the gun was plugged 
and I hat I hen• \vas a life jacket in the boat. 
I'd probably be spared oLcasional embarrassnwnt if 
I could carry a training officer elf on my shoulder thai 
would poliiPly whisper, "Hey! You're missing something," 
<'V<'ry time I hPcame a little too narrow-minded. In fact. 
I wish I'd had an elf with me during a recent exchange. 
I was at the Army Corps of Engineers' office talking 
with soml' park rangers about a person well-known to 
cv<'ry law enforn·nwnt agency in the county I'll call this 
person "jim." To put it nicely, Jim rarely thinks things 
through bdore acting. I'm familiar with him because. 
although he is an avid hunter. he isn't so devoted to 
follov. ing game laws. The rangers were tt>lling me about 
various problems that had been occurring on Corps 
propt•rty and why. for various reasons. the) suspected 
jim as tlw culprit. The most senous 1molved a call they 
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n•ceivcd the previous day from a birdwatc he r re porting a 
bald eagle sh ot on the Iowa River just be low the Coralville 
Reservoir spi llway. 
Accord ing to the caller. h e was be low th e s pillway 
with several other spectato rs, photogra phing the 50-some 
bald eagles congregated a round the open wa te r He was 
v.atching a b1rd th rough h is bi nocula rs whe n h e was 
startled by the sharp blast of a shotgun. The deafening 
boom d1sturbed the eagles and they took to the s ky 
in erratiC fltght The confused cro,., d searched fo r the 
source of the shot. but was unable to pmpoin t it As the 
<'aglcs slov .. l) composed themselves. the calle r decided 
the sound must have been caused b} something innocent. 
like a truck backfiring. Cntil five minutes late r. th at is. 
when one giant dead bald eagle bobbed past him as 1t 
floated do'' nstream. 
So. th1s 1s what I had to go on: ther e was a loud 
blast that sounded like a shotgun Then, 111 th e d1s tance 
between the spillway and the witness-a me re 100 
yards-a dead bald eagle fell fr om the sky 
T he rangers and I decided th e most like ly scenario 
was th e s hoo ter had been d riving a long th e top of the 
dam wh en he or she took a s h ot at one of the many eagles 
soari ng near the road above the sp illway. The re was only 
one pNson th at would do somethi ng so bo ld o r stupid. 
That person was J im. 
The rangers and I scoured the road for a s pe nt 
shotgun shell or bullet casing Nothi ng. I s urmised that 
the shooter either d idn't eject the she ll, or that 1t ejected 
inside the veh1cle. 
<-,Jeep eluded me that night as I mulled over th e 
possibility of Jim getting away with someth1ng s o senous 
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right under my nos(' . M} mmd was hounded with images 
of him driving his truck over the dam. Drool seeped 
from the corners of h1s mouth at the sight of the maJe-.tJc 
soaring targets. I imagined him reaching over and 
grabbing the uncased. loaded shotgun. Then. poking 
it through the windov.·. he cackled and muttered. "Take 
this, Er ika'" before pulling the trigger. 
My only sliver of hope that this case would ever be 
solved rested on the fact that. if the poacher was indeed 
Jim. he wouldn't keep his mouth shut. I knew he would 
boast to somebody about what he had done. So, my plan 
of action was to beg the public for information through 
an article in the newspaper. 
The following day, just as I settled at my computer 
to write the article, the sheriff's office called. The 
dispatcher informed me that another birdwatcher bc•low 
the spillway had just witnessed someone shoot another 
bald eagle The suspect's vehicle was a red truck seen on 
the east side of the river Guess what color Jim's truck is? 
I immediately called a Corps ranger to get him on 
scene I raced to the spillway. On my way, I called the 
witne-.~ Her voice trembled as she related her story. 
Her family wa~ watchmg the eagles. when the} heard 
an extremely loud shotgun blast. She turned around just 
in time to sec an eagle plummet to the river and noat 
downstream After herding her childre n into their van. 
she scanned the shoreline for suspects The only ve hicle 
slw spotted was a red truck on the oppos1te side of the 
river I told her to s tay where she was and that I'd be 
there shortly. 
1 he ranger called and informed me that he \\as ..,...,. ith the 
red truck . The truck belonged to an elder!} couple armed 
with a pair of binoculars. Not likely suspects l\1} hopes 
of catching Jim red-handed were starting to disintegrate 
As 1 pulled into the spillway area, the witne-.s nagged me 
down I pulled up next to her and rolled down 111} window 
"Well, I think we've figured out what happenC'd," she 
said. frowning as she pointed to the sky above the river. 
I squinted up, oblivious to what she was pointing at. 
"What?" I asked . 
"The power line," she said, "the bird dropped right 
below the power line." 
"What power line?" I asked cautiously, fee ling my face 
begm to flu sh . "Oh . That power line ." 
l.ater. the ranger and I stood together and gaped at the 
top of the electrical pole. Two of three fuses wc•re blown. 
One fuse for each eagle. I kept asking the ranger. "llc)\\ 
did we miss this?" But I knew the answer. I could almost 
fet•lthc s tmg of the elf hand s lapping Ill} cheek and sa} mg 




Iowa's Natural Choice 
for Sustainability 
Trails and roads built with 
concrete offer unmatched 
durability and recyclability, 
with a low carbon footprint. 
Iowa Concrete Paving Association 




make it your destination 
CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU 
State Library Of Iowa 
State Documents Center 
Miller Building 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Soar with the mighty eagle, 
and experience the power of the wild 
In Katire American culture the eagle is considered 
a sacred messenger who canies the dreams of 
the hibe to the spirit \\Orld on powerful wings. 
Now that ceremonial symbolism inspires a first-
of-its-kind wall sculpture available only from 
The Bradford Exchange. 
"Soaring Spirits" is sculpted in the 
likeness of a ceremonial headdress and is 
decorated 'rith real feathers, hand-painted 
headwork and \athe \merican-inspired 
accents. It is further adorned ,,;th 
artist Ted Blaylock's drrunatic portraits 
of eagles. 
An exceptional value; 
satisfaction guaranteed 
"Soaring Spilits" comes with a 
365-day money-back guarantee 
and is issued in a limited 
edition. Act now to obtain it in 
two easy installments of $14.99 
each, for a total of $29.99*. Send 
no money now. Just return the 
Reservation Application today 
or vou could miss out! 
• 
~-----------------------------------~- ---- ~-------------~ 




9345 Milwaukee Avenue Niles, IL 607 14-1393 
: YES. Please reserve the Soanng Spmts· replica headdress tor me as 
I 
1 descnbed m th1s announcement 
: Llmtt: one per order. Please Respond Promptly 
I 
I 







' : C1ty 
: State Z1p 
: 'Plus $6.99 shopprng anch81V1Ce I.Jmoi•Jd-ed•tton 01 -1 0325·001 -E51621 
: preseotatJon restnciiOd to 295 c:as~ng ""Y> Plea"' allow 
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BLAYLOG( 
'11 Bl.lyta... 0 • 
lr AI ghl ~ o 
Hand-cast and hand-painted work 
of art featuring the imagery of 
acclaimed artist Ted Blaylock 
• 
Adorned with real feathers 
and Native American-inspired 
medallions and beading 
Shown much smaller Lhan actual size of appr. 8" wide x 9 11•" high 
Include~ a built-in hanging device for quick and safe display. 
www.bl"'.tdfordexchange.com/soaring 
02010 BGE Ot-01032S-00t-818(: 
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